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The Alien Within [And Other Conclusions]
By
Kenneth John Parsons
This is a book of forbidden knowledge, just as the title says.
Drawing from decades of personal, in-depth research, these are my deductions.
Iterating 2 Corinthians 12:4 from the Bible, (which commentators say is a
passage regarding an out-of-body experience, an inspiring subject that I have
covered in two of my other volumes), here, I will run the risk of revealing
things that cannot usually be told, which are not lawful for a man to utter.
Things no human is allowed to tell. Or in modern parlance… a man may not
utter such things in public for fear of getting himself socially ‘cancelled’.
Few people can’t be bothered to read physical books anymore… many simply
haven't the time to do so.
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Far easier to rely on MSM, the gutter press and/or social media; problem is,
that lot are now mostly backed by rich or powerful people for their own
benefit.
Even the Internet can no longer be entirely trusted.
Larry Sanger, the man who co-founded Wikipedia, has cautioned that the
website can’t always be trusted to give people the truth.
He said it can give a “reliably establishment point of view on pretty much
everything.”
He cautioned that “Wikipedia is known now by everyone to have a lot of
influence in the world. So, there’s a very big, nasty, complex game being
played behind the scenes to make the article say what somebody wants
them to say.”
As the adage goes, truth is never told – it is learned.
My work offers an alternative means of learning this ‘untold’ truth, and I hope
most will find it informative, thought-provoking, and expressed as concisely as
possible.
However, after reading the other side to the story that we are generally sold,
newbies might find their worldview offended and never see things in quite the
same way again!
I confess, I don’t have all the answers, but I am a seasoned archival Researcher,
Investigator, Historian, and Author of many books on paranormal, UFO, and
metaphysical topics, so my revelations are conveyed here with great confidence.
Some study results for my most recent work come from a variety of sources,
including the Holy Books of several allegiances; yet that doesn’t mean I am a
religious fanatic, (although I do have personal faith in the divine) … just as
consulting medical books doesn’t make me a medic, although I am fairly wellversed on the necessaries.
But I am perhaps, different from the bulk of people who go to church, in that I
happen to believe the lefthand path is where the old, original, sacred knowledge
can be found; so, I tend to investigate both paths of wisdom.
Just thought I would add another confession before we begin - I’m certainly not
the world’s best wordsmith; if you want creative writing or made up ‘woke’
nonsense… airy-fairy storybook literature, I’m NOT your man and I would
advise you to stop reading this very minute.
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I speak my mind, and I make no apologies to anyone for feelings I may hurt in
doing so; and please bear with me, as I do tend to dodge about subject-wise.
A few hard-hitting facts to be going on with.
Much in life is bogus, in as much as it isn’t what you think.
Take client or customer confidentiality… which is supposed to be based on
trust, but really, it is partially an excuse for secrecy and underhandedness.
A prime example: we are all patrons of the Internet, and yet ruling companies
there stalk unsuspecting users across the web, extracting maximal profit from
removing any shred of privacy or dignity and socializing the risk of data breach
or damage to the user, while privatizing all the monetary benefit of exploiting
them.
Suppression of fact is another issue. Truly, Google, Inc., isn't just the world's
biggest purveyor of information; it is also the world's biggest censor.
Unless you use uncommon search terms, or even alternative search engines
such as Brave, the first few pages of returned results will only contain what they
want you to see.
Recently, the web has become a dystopian surveillance state.
Throughout life we’re manipulated, used, tracked and traced.
From cradle to grave we’re all numbered, (assigned a NI number), brainwashed
through schooling, (indoctrination camps), and mainstream media, then most of
us sell ourselves, (or are sold), by prostituting our talents/lives for money; all of
this could be called slavery, mental and physical!
Working all hours just to keep a roof over our heads and food on the table,
means we are being robbed of the freedom to think.
The truth about our reality is being cleverly hidden from us; because those who
secretly control society assume we won’t have time to find out the real
particulars of life; but I will attempt to expose what I can in these coming pages.
I feel there is an agenda by mainstream scientific fraternities, filtering down to
our educational institutions - to make us believe things that are not so.
Their philosophy is simple… if you can control information – you can control
people; and I suggest we are being controlled big time!
Millions of people readily accept the lies that are being forced down their
throats and just accept what they are told.
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The more we know – the more we realize what we don’t know. Not sure who
first said that, but I have seen this quoted quite a few times over the years, often
by individuals of great learning.
And this sentiment could be furthered by saying much of what we do know…
what we are taught, is inaccurate and misleading.
Dictatorial edicts based on false science.
Truthtellers are usually made to shut up or close by various means.
The ‘Spell’-words, (as in a verbal formula believed to have magical force),
‘Conspiracy’ and ‘Theorist’ are often used as a get-out-of-jail label by science,
corporate media, and governments alike, to attack researchers like me who dare
to challenge the official narrative.
Those who govern and teach us have been incentivised to push a program.
Our concerns are constantly being swept aside with clever use of such labelling.
And we are all targets in one way or another.
I’d wager hard cash, that if 100 strangers were stopped in the high street and
asked if they would be willing to assist in a quick word association game as
part of an experiment, and they agreed, I could make an accurate prediction
regarding the outcome; Word Association is a common word game involving an
exchange of words that are associated together. The game is based on the noun
phrase word association, meaning "stimulation of an associative”.
For this, one by one, each could be taken to a quiet spot and told the first word
is ‘conspiracy’, then asked what word next comes into their mind, and I reckon,
without any hesitation, they will all... all 100 of them, reply ‘theory’; this is
how brainwashed, programmed, and expectable society has become.
And you could do the same thing with 500, 1000, 10,000, 100,000, 1 million
people, and the results would be similar.
The usual fact-check explanation is along these lines… Conspiracy Theory
rejects the standard explanation for an event and instead credits a covert group
or organization with carrying out a secret plot… which far from being just a
’theory’ is closer to fact than might be imagined. There are parallels with Nazi
Germany; they taught their people illusions, and yet the majority still believed
in them even as they were being culled!
This loaded term ‘Conspiracy Theory’ was devised decades ago by the CIA,
with the intent to overtly discredit political opponents and others.
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The idea of course is to use “Conspiracy Theory” to mock and dismiss
allegations by anyone who got/gets a bit too close to the truth for comfort.
What you are examining is about to shed light on an issue that quite a few truth
detectives must have harboured at the back of their mind for years… concerning
what might be described as the questionable origins and status of mankind.
I say that reptilian aliens aren't just ‘out there’, they are a part of us all… and I
think you will find the argument for such an assertion quite persuasive.
Abductee reports indicate that unfriendly-looking, greys and reptilian aliens
have been actively appropriating and influencing our DNA for years; thus, any
hypothesis that we may now be at least PART alien, should hardly come as
bombshell news.
Tracing family history back just a few centuries using those online sites, is
difficult enough, as often they are not very accurate; so, to say that humans
cannot ever truly know their distant lineage, is an understatement of epic
proportions!
But we do regularly glimpse reflections of it.
How-so? Right-back at us in the mirror!
Anything that is not impossible is ponderable - hold that thought!
With such wisdom in mind, please consider what I see as cold, hard proof;
something which most books of this genre may be in short supply of, especially
quite close to the start as I am presenting!
Every person is at least part lizard. In a way, it’s true. There are parts of us that
have been present in our physiological makeup for a very, very long time.
Look, (and be honest to yourself here), when one examines this form we call
human very closely, it must be said that things are not as straightforward as
might be expected.
Our general outer appearance can be very telling.
It might politely be called ‘character’ or ‘distinctive’ – but are we just kidding
ourselves?
To be frank, I think we are quite animal-like at times.
For starters, just spread your fingers and examine the base in between them –
they’re slightly webbed! and as one ages this becomes even more apparent.
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‘Normal’ hands have only slight webbing admittedly, but some people suffer
from a rare genetic ‘throwback’ syndrome where the webbing is far more
noticeable. Syndactyly is a term used to describe webbed or conjoined digits
(fingers or toes). It may occur as an isolated finding or may be a symptom of a
genetic syndrome.

Despite how medical people will cast doubt at the idea that this is indeed a genetic ‘throwback’,
myself, and a whole host of other researchers, are convinced that is exactly what it is - a
‘throwback’ to how we once were.
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A peculiar, but unconvincing ‘coincidence’, it may be thought.
Ok, now think of how a human baby has an instinctive swimming reflex,
although of course they need help!
This natural ability comes from a pair of automatic responses that a baby has
when in the water.
These reflexes are strongest during its first six months of life.
If a baby is supported in water tummy-side down, the baby will move its arms
and legs in a swimming motion.
Babies will even hold their breath and open their eyes when under water.
Verification, there is something of a natural amphibian trait in each of us.
Why do scientists think our reptilian features just popped into existence?
That's like a tornado going through a junkyard and assembling a 747.
Don’t they know how unlikely that is?
Still unconvinced?
Then please reflect upon this next example.
When in an embryonic state inside the womb, each of us once sported a tail in
the coccyx region. Of course, that eventually subsides; but nevertheless, it’s
another inescapable fact of life, we all had this strange appendage.
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Such rather sensitive issues are usually avoided altogether or steered around by
our educators, but Sociobiologists call these things ‘throwbacks’ without
hesitation.
We are what we are, thanks to the genes of our ancestors.
Certain ancestral forms or qualities may be only vaguely apparent in our
developed morphology or physical form, but the ‘give-away’ signs do not
disappear completely from our DNA… and are certainly observable in the
embryonic stage.
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Believe it or not, the above shows a human embryo –
but look at its lizard-like tail!
Usually, by the fourth week of pregnancy a clear tail is seen in the human embryo but recedes
after a few weeks and these tissues form what is commonly known as the tailbone or coccyx
region.
All humans have such a tail-like extremity when they begin development as an embryo. Most
absorb the appendage before birth, but a few are born with an external ‘vestigial’ tail
Quote: A "vestigial structure" or "vestigial organ" is an anatomical feature or behaviour that no
longer seems to have a purpose in the current form of an organism of the given species. Often,
these vestigial structures were organs that performed some important functions in the organism at
one point in the past.
Source: https://treehozz.com/what-is-a-throwback-gene
In the main, people have no idea how serious this is.
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Academics have commonly speculated over whether our distant ancestors had
tails or not.
If so, then surely the sub-question must be why don’t we grow them now?
And that’s part of my point… we do, well kind of; most of us have these only
for a short while though, before nature conveniently says through genetics, ‘not
needed’ and our tail disappears; this remnant is absorbed by eight weeks.
Fuzzy Fact-Checks
Here is one quick example of their fallacies; take the F-C’s widely touted
declaration that London, England, has always been multi-ethnic; no, it hasn’t.
The conventional account they are putting out is that London has been a
multicultural capital for centuries…. since the 1600’s some say; but then look at
any pre-1800’s depictions of London’s streets, and something doesn’t quite add
up with the Fact Checkers claim; why? because there are no coloured people in
those pictures… why? why? why? because they are defrauding us… tricking us
- that is why; that is their version of History, with special emphasis on the story
part of the word ‘History’.
BBC/ITV follow suit, with costume dramas showing Georgian London dotted
with ethnic minorities; they’re just as bad with socially acceptable, PC, (but
incorrect), histories; and incredibly, this sort of stuff is being taught in schools!
Yes, a lot of it needs massive debunking… and in this book it will be.
Using what quite a few researchers consider to be flawed methodology and
incorrect claims, Social Scientists, along with those Fact-Checkers and
Behavioural Psychologists, now influence much of the Internet; their words cut
across all cultures and groups.
Fact-Checkers have become less concerned with facts, but more, and in some
cases exclusively, with censoring anything that goes against their own opinions.
Every day, hundreds of articles are published by them and then used to justify
censorship.
The governments of this world will do anything and everything to persuade us
they have our best interests at heart, and that we should only get our information
from their permitted sources. You see, governments don’t care if what you’re
studying is fact or fiction or something in between. What it cares about is
whether you’re sharing what you have found, and whether that information has
the potential to make people think for themselves and, in the process, question
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the government’s propaganda. What we are dealing with is an elite so powerhungry, paranoid and afraid of losing its stranglehold on our minds that it would
conspire to wage war on anyone who dares to challenge its authority.
I have learned via a complaint made to Ofcom, (the Office of Communications,
a government-approved regulatory and competition authority), how
broadcasters are even utilising sophisticated psychological techniques to change
the behaviour of children “because of the important influence they have on the
attitude and behaviours of their parents”. Info Source: The Daily Sceptic 22/12/2021 to
The job of these mind-benders is to drain the public opinion of opposing
thoughts.
This type of coercive persuasion has been going on since records began; but we
hardly ever noticed it.
Social propaganda used to be unobtrusive; now it’s in your face, on the net,
your phone, your TV… mind-control has reached epic proportions.
They, whose deceit/wordplay regulate the way we think, may feel a bit
uncomfortable with the truth I have exposed; because this is one of the few
things that these people can’t easily excuse-away and hide, as is second nature
to them.
Notice how we are mentally nudged into trusting ‘experts’ from the academic
world and told to mistrust those who are merely pundits… lesser qualified or
self-taught specialists/commentators in a particular subject or field.
And there is good reason why we are being led in that direction and convinced
to buy into the ‘official narrative’… persuaded to think in an inflexible way.
Ever heard of the term cognitive dissonance? This is used to describe the
mental discomfort that results from holding two conflicting suspicions, beliefs,
values, or attitudes. This inconsistency leaves a person highly susceptible to
academic influence.
There is a definite mental conflict going on, and the measured diffusion of data
for public consumption has long been the chosen weapon of war for
psychological operations; Psi-ops as it’s called, is employed to inform and
educate using indicators to influence audience belief with dishonest ideologies.
In this age of media technologies that reach a large audience via mass
communication, the Psi-ops people seem to have won the hearts and minds of
the majority; but for those who dare to think innovatively, the battle is not quite
over.
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It’s not a total secret, who or what we really are... that is perhaps one of the
worst-kept confidences on the Internet. The pointers are not too hard to locate,
(for now), if one knows where to look.
Even Yale School of Medicine, and those good old, (but cynical), boys Popular
Mechanics have discussed the issue! (Check them out).

Growing a true human tail is extremely rare.
On occasion though, babies are born with a pseudotail.

For all doubters, just Google ‘human vestigial tail’ and be
amazed at how real this phenomenon is.

I REPEAT, THIS IS NOT A PHOTOSHOP TRICK – BUT A REAL AND
RARELY DISCUSSED PHENOMENON
Is this proof that human beings became hybrids at a certain point in time in our
evolutionary history?
I dare the doubter to look up cases of ‘human vestigiality’, (also called ‘caudal
appendages’), on the net; but please proceed with caution, you may not like
what you find there; some sites about this still exist although the number is
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dwindling and harder to locate. I discovered that many pages had been
completely removed… the only clue left that these once existed was the notice
you have probably been confronted with numerous times while surfing the web
“This site can’t be reached” … in other words ‘gone’. Also, please note how
at the foot of many search pages the following notice is displayed – “Some
results may have been removed under data protection law in Europe.” … in
plain-speak English that means ‘censored’.
“I can’t find it anymore” is a common complaint I hear from people, such is the
rate of removal from the net of what is, (from our point of view anyway), the
best and most damning material.
Just to recap, humans grow a tail in the womb which disappears by eight weeks.
The embryonic tail usually grows into the coccyx or the tailbone.
Sometimes however, (as you have seen), the embryonic tail doesn't disappear,
and the baby is born with it… a ‘vestigial tail’.
In anatomy, what is termed ‘the tailbone’ is a bone located at the end of the
spine, below the sacrum.
Thus, it is medically acknowledged, that this bone is the region where the
human tail would have been in the past.
Many believe that our ancestors had and used some form of a tail. Over time as
a species however, we evolved past the need for such an organ, which is why
most humans no longer fully develop them.
The tail looks quite like that of a reptile when in utero.
If you are still sitting on that wall of indecision, try this; study the skin of an
aged person.
As their soft tissue changes, it tends to become dry, scaly and sheds or flakes;
and the effect on facial morphology makes the reptile within slightly more
apparent with passing time.
This is more noticeable in some than others.
An abbreviated consideration of the findings so far; we start life in the womb
reptilian-esque and we may go out looking like – guess what?
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Is there something eerie about us - young and old?
Never ask any person who is studying or has expert knowledge of one or more
of the natural or physical sciences - they will just laugh.
But think about it, they are not God, what do they know? – only what they’ve
been taught by textbooks and instructors/lecturers.
And, what if the textbooks these authorities swear by, are wrong or just plain
counterfeit histories… his stories?
So-called scientists: even though their minds are filled with broadly settled, but
imprecise ideas, most people hang onto every word they say; why though?
Is it down to the charisma of the likes of TV physicist Brian Cox, their
leadership – or our followship!
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Lizard-Gizzard

Pensionable Age - Necks of Distinction

Is it the reptile neck of the mature individual? - or maybe the wide-set eyes in
all age groups, so often seen in the media these days, that causes me to be
suspicious?
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The eyes have it!

Just a few examples – and I haven’t stretched these images, they are as-is
Don’t get me wrong – some call this a sign of beauty, and I suppose in a weird
and wonderful way it might be described as that; but isn’t it also said, the fiend
hath the power to assume a pleasing shape?
Years ago, I created a video compilation with over 100 examples of this
phenomenon… just dozens upon dozens of television presenters, performers,
celebrities, male and female, and uploaded it on YouTube.
I meant no disrespect; I did this primarily to gauge public reaction - and got
more than I bargained for.
It was hard to tell who they were, just small pics of these wide set eyes - no
issue of personal infringement there; all was going well, with plenty of thumbsups and subscribers, and judging by the comments received, others agreed upon
the odd appearance of these people; when YT suddenly took my presentation
down and issued me with a ‘strike’ warning, (3 strikes and you’re banned).
I think I hit a raw nerve there.
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Or perchance it’s just me and those like-minded folk who wrote in; maybe WE
are the odd ones out - for having the audacity to dare question the way humans
are looking lately.
We are not supposed to question social standards and the mainstream
misleadia’s sales pitch/portrayal of normalcy; we are not meant to challenge
popular opinion… but some do.
They who dare to stand up and say that we can’t be the products of natural
selection, there must have been a helping hand in all this.
People have become predisposed to scoff at any conspiracy-type ideas, and
some rightly so; snag is, the good ones tend to get tarred with the same brush as
those more outlandish.
And they don’t have to be wide apart eyes either… it’s just something I can’t
quite put my finger on - I don’t know, perhaps something quite non-human.
Darwin may have been at least half-right with his ‘theory of evolution’.
Yet, to varying degrees, every human being has both reptile-like and simian
sides to them.
It appears the standard homo sapiens template that is repeated parrot-like
throughout science, is not accurate - and there’s something ‘science’ is either
not telling us, or unable to properly explain.
The Theory of Evolution is really a collection of ideas aimed at explaining how
organisms change or evolve over time – although it doesn’t seem entirely
accurate somehow.
Look this up and you will learn that our ancestry can be traced back to fish
through fossils.
And here’s another association. The early human embryo looks very similar to
the embryo of any other mammal, bird, or amphibian - all of which have
evolved from fish.
Our eyes start out on the sides of our head, but then move to the middle.
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And don’t forget, fish are the common ancestors of amphibians, reptiles, and
mammals; though obviously fish are not reptiles, but reptiles are – in a very
long and roundabout way, partly fish.
I will say it again, in case you missed that point just now, our eyes start out on
the sides of our head!
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Left: Fossilised hand bones

Right: X-ray image of blue whale flipper

Another Aquatic Ape or semi-Aquatic Human Ancestor
GoCompare moment!
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Source: (Extracts only - see full poster here): http://aquatic-human-ancestor.org/files/posteramphibious-human.pdf
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That’s all very well, I imagine some might say… you are suggesting that
science has it wrong regarding the correct ancestry of mankind; yet what about
fossils - don’t they prove something? After all, they’re millions of years old!
Well, yes and no.
The recent discovery of dinosaur fossils containing actual soft tissue is
powerful evidence that the fossil layers are not millions of years old because
such tissue cannot possibly be preserved for so long. Read about this fantastic
discovery at http://www.icr.org/article/dinosaur-soft-tissue-issue-here-stay/.
This discovery was finally examined by a peer review of scientists, (all
evolutionists), who, instead of really addressing the problem, dismissed the
strong evidence… such as, fleshy matter found in a dinosaur bone that dates
thousands of years old, rather than millions!
You can read about the logical and scientific chasms in their arguments
here: http://www.icr.org/article/6237/. Read and see for yourself whether it was
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real science or evolutionary bias that determined their conclusions. Read also
the article, Fleshy Fossils http://www.icr.org/article/10401.

Hmmm.
The plot thickens.

Puzzling, sculpted stone depicting a possible Stegosaurus ('roof-lizard')
dinosaur at the ancient Ta Prohm Temple At Angkor Wat, Siem Reap, Cambodia;
The stele commemorating the foundation gives a date of 1186 A.D.
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Another genuine problem: Ica Ceremonial Burial Stone from the Nasca culture (100 BC to
800AD) that is carved in a bas relief technique. In 1500s the Spanish Conquistadors brought
back stories that there were stones with strange creatures carved on them found in Peru. Some
of the stones were even brought back to Spain. The Incan Chronicler Juan de Santa Cruz
Pachucuti Lumqui wrote in 1571 about the strange, engraved stones in Ica. (See Swift,
Dennis, Secrets of the Ica Stones, 2006.) Dom Geronomo Cabrera was a Spanish conquistador
who settled the area of Ica in 1570. One of his descendants, Dr. Javier Cabrera, saw these stones
as a child and began collecting them in the 1960s. He eventually accumulated thousands of
stones. Retired from the University of Lima, Dr. Cabrera focused upon validating these finds
within the scientific community. His credibility was strengthened by the discovery of ancient
ceramics that display long-necked, reptilian creatures. This pottery is currently displayed in the
museum of Lima

Radiocarbon dating is a scientific method for dating organic materials. Wood,
bone, ivory, horn, antler, leather, natural textiles can all be carbon dated.
Metal, stone and synthetic materials cannot be carbon dated.
I don’t dismiss everything they say, but scientists abhor mysteries and seek to
eliminate them, so they HAVE to come up with a physical explanation for such
embarrassing finds, which they did in this case and many others… and they
have no intention of letting shocks like this get in their way.
The suggestion is strong, they are misleading us about specific matters.
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Scoffers have come out to try and gaslight people into thinking that Young
Earth creation, (as it is known), is false; but unfortunately for them, the
discovery of soft tissue in T. rex wasn't just a one-off fluke.
Sources: LiveScience and Smithsonian

The Bible account does not make any claims as to the age of the earth, only the
time from when living creatures were created - and this includes us.
Dinosaur-like creatures are mentioned in the Bible. The Bible uses ancient
names such as “behemoth” and “tannin.” Behemoth means kingly, gigantic
beasts.
Tannin is a term which could include giant marine reptiles e.g., the plesiosaurs,
and perhaps dragon-like land animals that have long vanished.
The Bible's best description of a dinosaur-type animal is recorded in Job chapter
40. “Look at the behemoth, which I made along with you, and which feeds on
grass like an ox. What strength he has in his loins, what power in the muscles of
his belly! His tail sways like a cedar; the sinews of his thighs are close-knit. His
bones are tubes of bronze, his limbs like rods of iron. He ranks first among the
works of God…” (Job 40:15-19).
The book of Job is very old, probably written around 2,000 years before Jesus
was born. Here God describes a great king of the land animals akin to some of
the biggest dinosaurs, the Diplodocus and Apatosaurus. It was a gigantic planteater with great muscles and very strong bones. The long Diplodocus had leg
bones so strong that he could have held three others on his back.
The behemoth was not afraid. They did not need to be, they were huge. Their
tails were so long and strong that God compared them to cedars - one of the
largest and most spectacular trees of the ancient world.
Info source: christiananswers.net/

Yet the denials will go on…
Science is so easily disproven! Don’t buy into it is my motto.
Most scholars understand that their livelihoods are on the line, should they ever
deviate too far away from the traditional textbooks; so, they continue to lecture
their university indoctrinations copycat-fashion, reluctant to ever query them.
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Very few within the power structure have been brave enough to expose the veil
of censorship that they are forced to work under, all for their fear of becoming
blacklisted, academic outcasts or being labelled ‘lunatic fringe’… with such
twisted logic making good financial sense to them; and when someone has
dared to blow the whistle on the whole charade, it has often been following
their resignation or dismissal, with them revealing what they know through
relatively underground methods such as ‘vanity’, (private), publishing or more
adventurously, through the small lecture circuit.
It is said that much of what we are taught, read about, and hold to be true is
wrong.
This is all thanks to a powerful and unimaginably wealthy cabal at the very top
of the social pyramid, dark individuals who want to fill our heads with nonsense
and manipulate our awareness.
As Mark Twain said, "a lie can travel around the world and back again while the
truth is lacing up its boots.”
And just imagine now, what can be achieved with electronic media.
According to The Bible, earth is 8000 years old… yet according to science,
earth is approximately 4.5 billion years old - with fossil evidence of millions of
years!
Which One Should We Believe?
This may be relevant; in the Bible it says 1,000 years = 1 day.
Genesis is very clear about the creation of the world. It is not telling us in years
but in days.
On cosmological, geological, and evolutionary times scales, a thousand years
and a day are both no more than the blink of an eye.
Some may immediately call it pseudoscience, but the possible significance of
creation law will soon become apparent to the reader.
When you apply logic, to think that we evolved directly from apes is the
funniest thing ever.
If we really evolved from apes, why are there still apes around?
And although it has been proven that non-human primates are intelligent and
can learn to use sign language, and are able to communicate with us that way,
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how comes they are inherently incapable of producing the range of human
speech?
Is this a fundamental misunderstanding of mine about how evolution works?
A hard no, and you probably won’t think so either when you see what I am
about to reveal.
But ‘experts’ say that we did – in fact we ARE apes, so it must be true, mustn’t
it?
In a way, many people are prisoners held captive in a perceptual bubble.
They are being prejudiced by some immensely wealthy figures who preside
over MSM, and unconsciously are instructed about what to think… how to
think.
Psychological techniques are being deployed to keep fundamental knowledge
from the public; and privately, oh how they must luxuriate themselves in this
wisdom… laughing at us stupid peasants for our gullibility… maybe even
getting turned on by their deceptions.
We are given things to distract us that are amusing, for entertainment purposes,
rather than factual.
And they know exactly how well their diversions and disinformation is
working, as Home Office and other Intel bots actively monitor/police public
thought/opinion on social media and other platforms.
Dig deep – look in the right places and there amongst the lies, is the truth
Therein lies the truth… an ambiguous gem of doublespeak, the language that
deliberately inverts, obscures, disguises, distorts, or reverses the meaning of
words to further our controller’s agenda.
It seems we should take with a pinch of salt, the competence of those whose
title is prefixed ‘professor’.
Sometimes, they write and talk such a monumental load of mind-garbage, that it
fair takes my breath away, it really does. They are driven by agenda not facts.
A new reality has been created: a social format that people must accept and
about which they are not allowed to ask any questions. And those who don’t
accept this bogus reality must be punished.
I don’t, I’ve been punished - and I am far from alone on this one.
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We have evidence, a lot of evidence, that the history scholars are giving us false
information. They are probably not totally aware of it, but their function is to
engage purely in constitutionally authorized education.
There’s a lot of stuff they’re talking about, past geological ages they say date
back millions of years, when tens of thousands would be far more accurate.
They’ve altered the timelines for sure, sometimes because of imprecision,
sometimes through deception.
A quick example of how rocks cannot be accurately carbon dated.
True account; as part of an undercover investigation, a noted science lab was
given a sample of igneous rock, (lava flow rock), and they were asked to date it;
the results spoke of at least 350,000 years – whereas the correct recorded date
was just 12 years – because that sample had been collected from a relatively
recent effusive volcanic eruption!
It’s not because this particular category of egghead is falsifying data, most are
not, it’s just that the radiometric dating method upon which they rely on so
much is not always accurate, yet the resultant readings are usually taken as
gospel.
Undoubtedly, wild inaccuracies like this are being allowed to happen.
More about that and some important hard proof, all coming up,
Now back to basics.
There is much more to us as we have already seen, but is this due to Natural
Evolution? Divine Plan? Or maybe Alien Intervention?
If it is the first, then why didn’t one side of us die out, so to speak.
Then we have the ‘throwback’ proposal or ‘throwbacks’ plural.
The Bible talks about removing the scales from our eyes as to what is going on.
I honestly believe that this is something that all of us need to do, (remove those
scales); because many times we just can’t see, refuse to see, (or have been
mentally conditioned not to see), or understand, what’s right in front of us.
The answer as to what we really are, or have become, genetically evolved from
and into, may be reflected whenever we look in the mirror.
Look closer at yourself… I mean close.
There’s definite primate, and I reckon, a bit of ‘rep’ going on there.
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It’s like we are a mix of the two.
Remember what you read earlier?
It does strike me that our very existence is not just a quirk of evolution but
is the direct result of either deity/alien, (which may turn out to be one and
the same), interference, genetic tinkering, engineering, manipulation.

My partner has had numerous alien abduction experiences.
From her fragmented recollections, it appears as if the ‘reptilians’ work
with the alien ‘greys’; either that, or the greys are obedient to the ‘reps’ –
or the other way round!
Are they in fact, what we would call demons?
In Genesis 1:27 NIV of the Bible it says “God created mankind in his own
image, in the image of God he created them; male and female he created them.
Then why do we all look so lizard-like, both in the womb and as we mature?
Well, the Bible also tells us that a race of giant beings referred to as the
Nephilim, (Nefilim), Draco or “sons of God” came down and mated with
humans.
We are told that those ‘sons of God’ were actually spirit creatures who
rebelled against God when they “forsook their own proper dwelling place” in
heaven, materialized human bodies, and “began taking as wives all whom they
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chose.” (Jude 6; Genesis 6:2). Jewish explanations interpret them as fallen
angels.
In other words, they lived/live on another frequency or dimension… hidden
from our earthly senses.
The hybrids born from this unnatural union were no ordinary children. (Genesis
6:4).
Their fathers are called “sons of the true God.” (Genesis 6:2)
So, the essential argument is that the Draco or Nephilim first came here, set
themselves up as/and were believed to be gods.
They interbred with some humans in order to create a higher bloodline for
ruling over the populace.
This would have been what is referred to as a selective breeding programme.
Now we may be getting somewhere in our quest to find out answers.
But if they are “spirit creatures” how could they impregnate human women?
My research suggests that these entities can appropriate the physical bodies
of human beings, (spirit possession), and take (over) “all whom they chose.”
These could easily be ‘Jinn’, also Romanised as djinn or anglicized as genie –
supernatural, extra-density creatures in early pre-Islamic Arabian religious
systems and later described in Islamic mythology and theology.
Is this how it has been achieved? is this why we are like we are today? thanks to
alien abduction and hybridization?
How many people realize that these other extra spatial dimensions/realms, inner
and outer spaces, even exist?
Very few I would wager.
The people behind CERN certainly do.
Make no mistake, there is a real, hard discipline behind the idea of extra
dimensions, and untold $billions of government money have been poured into
special research by science which is quietly involved in studying this very thing,
in both theory and experiment.
The Large Hadron Collider, (LHC), on the French/Swiss border Switzerland,
the world’s largest and most powerful particle accelerator, is proof positive of
what I am saying.
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LHC is arguably the greatest scientific instrument ever built; it consists of a 27kilometre ring system which accelerates beams of protons, and heavy lead ion
particles around the machine at speeds up to 99.999999 percent the speed of
light.
In the first part of the accelerator, an electric field strips hydrogen atoms,
(consisting of one proton and one electron), of their electrons. Electric fields
along the accelerator switch from positive to negative at a given frequency,
pulling charged particles forwards along the accelerator. CERN engineers
control the frequency of the change to ensure said particles accelerate not in a
continuous stream, but in closely spaced “bunches”; there, collisions and any
‘resulting effects’ are measured.
This is run by CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research, –
(Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire), a world-class fundamental physics
research institute.

Someone designed CERN’s ‘sixes’ logo with a deliberate purpose

Really, despite what their PR blurb may say, there is a great deal to suggest this
collider toy is about higher dimensional physics; that is where the mentioned
‘resulting effects’ come into play.
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As with most key sites of this type that I have mapped, likely, the LHC is
constructed over numerous telluric, (earth energy), lines, which have been
identified for this area; careful positioning of such installations is fundamental,
both in making use of resulting intensification fields and for ceremonial
reasons; speaking of which, there is a life size statue of the Hindu God Lord
Shiva on display in front of this research centre. Tantric cosmology maintains
that the whole universe was created, penetrated, and sustained by fundamental
life forces, one of which is represented by Shiva.
To comprehend what is going on here, this placement is significant from a ritual
point of view, as Shiva temples are considered to be some of the most sacred
sites around the planet.
CERN is owned and operated by the same occult interests that control the rest
of the world. And, how many readers are aware that the World Wide Web was
first developed here at CERN by Tim Berners-Lee at the start of the 1990’s?
The highly questionable Bill Gates, (who is distantly related to Prince William
Duke of Cambridge), also has a relationship with CERN.
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Bill Gates at CERN (what’s in a name? well, lots actually)

CERN is not a secret establishment either; they kindly offer free guided tours
for the public; although reservation is required, and numbers are limited.
The operation is owned by people who believe they are so potent they can
openly boast to us, and we are too dumb to realise what this is all about; truth is
they are showcasing their power.
See how they brag. One year after CERN’s opening, Sergio Bertolucci, former
Director for Research and Scientific Computing of the facility, sparked
controversy when he cautioned the super collider could open otherworldly doors
to another dimension for “a very tiny lapse of time,” mere fractions of a second.
However, that may be just enough time “to peer into this open door, either by
getting something out of it or sending something into it.”
Experiments involve opening portals to other dimensions where supernatural
entities reside.
Existing on barely detectable atomic/molecular frequencies, there are forces and
intertwining universes within our surrounding area space we do not understand;
meaning, this world is far larger than the 3-dimensional construct we’ve been
tricked into believing.
Obviously, our DNA would have changed as a result of having an alien lineage,
which, (as science has demonstrated), might be why humans only use a small
percent of their brain ability.
To an extent we may all carry reptile genes.
Is this perhaps, a part of why so many of us have become dehumanized of late?
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Talk to the average person about any of this, (and I have tried), and they will
reply something to the effect of ‘dunno mate, haven’t got a clue, I just go with
the flow’: most are happy in their ignorance.
But their ignorance is fuelled by fear – and that’s where control exists.
Something or someone is playing on people’s hopes and fears; the aliens, (who
may ultimately turn out to be our controllers), are said to exist in a close
frequency to the human one and may well partake of the negative energies that
our collective toxicity, anxieties and lowered vibrational energies produce.
And doesn’t the whole thing seem to be working out according to plan?
Look how so many are now absolutely blinded, they've lost the ability to think
independently.
We must ask ourselves the ultimate question, are we even human anymore?
To my mind, many are more like AI, cyborgs, cold, selfish, robotic, with no
common sense, dehumanized with no true natural empathy/compassion for
others.
It seems to me yet another phase of transformation, or even, (from their point of
view), a genetic ‘cleansing’.
Sources for repetitive conditioning, come through television and online
commercials, (advertising/hypnotising), news and other 'campaigns' via TV’s,
smartphones, fantasy games, etc... and now the Metaverse!
Publicly, broadcast programming is the practice of organizing or ordering of
broadcast media shows, typically radio and television, in a daily, weekly,
monthly, quarterly, or season-long schedule; but think about it, it’s not called
programming for nothing, every single person watching is getting their dose.
I type these words to warn you that this is not just around the corner, it's here
already!
Make no mistake, morality and history are being re-written, with meanings
redefined so frequently, soon, we will know only what 'big brother', (our
controllers), tells us to think... a Disneyfication of a life that once was.
I have it on good authority, that for decades, all under the guise of ‘restoration’,
ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs and statuary have been professionally, ‘replaced’
altered, inaccurately overpainted, commercialized.
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In some temple pictures, black-skinned Kings and Queens, (which the early
pharaohs who migrated up to Alexandria from Nubia were), had skin tones
lightened, making the art tourist-friendly.
Even Stonehenge has been extensively mucked about with, showing that history
is but a fable agreed upon.
Under the direction of Colonel William Hawley, a member of the Stonehenge
Society, six stones were moved and re-erected with some set into cement.
Cranes were used to reposition three more stones in 1958. One giant fallen
lintel, or cross stone, was replaced. Then in 1964, four stones were repositioned
to prevent them falling.
One could surmise that Stonehenge is no longer original… it’s a reimagining.
"If the excavations hadn’t taken place, then Stonehenge would look very
different today. Very few of the stones have not been moved."
Christopher Chippindale, curator of the Cambridge University Museum of
Archaeology and Anthropology and author of the standard work on the
monument, said that some of the restoration work had not been justified. "The
work in the 1920s under Colonel William Hawley is a sad story. It was much
too vigorous."
But what do the crooked Fact-Checkers have to say about this?
Ask Google, as I did, ‘has Stonehenge ever been rebuilt?’
And their answer is…
False. Decades-old photos show excavation, rebuilding and restoration works
at Stonehenge. The monument has been extensively studied and experts believe
it is thousands of years old. 29 Jul 2021
But that isn’t what I asked… my question was ‘has it ever been rebuilt?’ which
it clearly has.
“Lies, damn lies, and statistics” … a phrase that was made popular in the United
States by Mark Twain
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Fact Check: These Stonehenge restoration photos from the 1950s and 60s are real.
I used to think that the currently standing Stonehenge was simply discovered as it is today,
but my research has since revealed that between 1919 and 1964 heavy-lifting equipment was
transported in to reconstruct it.
This begs the question; how did the original builders raise these monuments?
And we can guess who sponsored its refurbishment.
Revising history, ‘1984’ is the world we live in.
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This also applied to plenty of reptilian-type monuments… either defaced or
hidden away from public view.
During the “cultural revolution” European Churches had thousands of stone
carvings hacked to pieces by the Puritans; among which were fine examples of
the green man, (a pagan nature god), angels, tapestries, ornamentation, and
anything else of an extravagant, ‘corrupting’ or ‘questionable nature’.
Then there were the book-burnings, which almost became a national pastime;
looting too by the authorities was vast scale stuff.
Fortunately for us, a few examples did survive such blatant censorship.
Hopefully, some will come to their senses just in time; but unless we bring a
halt to this Orwellian plan that is unfolding before our very eyes, (if as parents,
we want to stop it), then this will be the twisted, perverted future we are leaving
behind for our children and our children's children.
I am of the opinion, that a non-human intelligence is behind all of this.
Just look at how the reptilians appear – quite demonic eh?
Maybe that is because they ARE demons.
These guys are said to be emotionless, (a bit like our own sometimes ‘coldblooded’ attitudes) and have fixed patterns of behaviour.
I am not overly religious myself, (I haven't gone as far down that rabbit hole
like some of the Bible-thumping fundamentalists), but I would humbly suggest,
that as the control structures are rising fast around us, we DO need a 'saviour' to
deliver us from this nightmare of Orwellian madness.
Those of us who appreciate the gravity of this situation, must still have faith that
one day humankind receives salvation from the big takeover.
As a race, humanity is now technology-driven, which is partially to blame for
the way we are.
We know it’s more than likely that television is being used as an effective
programming tool for the masses.
On some presentations, performers don’t even look like real human beings
anymore, but more like enhanced, animated creatures…
As pointed out already with the mind-conditioning side of things, behavioural
control etc, just as easily, couldn’t your TV, (and maybe your smartphone too),
also be a portal for more potent invisible ‘things’ to come through?
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Digital demons as it were?
These might be employed in the homes of people, allowing different subliminal
dark energies, occult, alien, whatever you want to call them, to have a free back
door access to inhabit and pervert an unsuspecting public.
The Alien Within
You see, they’ve always been around and a part of us… our alien friends, (or
should that be ‘fiends’?)
The idea of our reptile-selves is nothing new, especially to those in the world of
anthropology.
And if we look closer at what is being excavated at certain archaeological digs,
the answer to how the ancients knew about this may leave the unacquainted
wondering.
For instance, a discovery at the Al Ubaid archaeological site, where numerous
pre-Sumerian 7,000-year-old artifacts were found, depict humanoid figures with
lizard-like characteristics. Now scholars are speculating whether these figures
are of mythical beings, or real aliens who may have interbred with us; and as I
am suggesting, are still evident today.
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Then over 8,000 km away there are these Ancient Statues at Horyuji Temple
Nara, Japan | Horyuji temple, Statue, called “Reptilian” people. (Above)
The oldest temple of Horyuji, located in the Japanese prefecture of Nara, until
fairly recently, housed some strange artifacts.
Unfortunately, the sculptures of the gods with snake or lizard-like heads, which
the Japanese worshiped, are now impossible to see.
In 2017, under great secrecy, the statues were removed from the historic
Buddhist temple of Hōryū-Ji Nara, in Ikaruga, Nara Prefecture, Japan. prior to
an exhibition for the visiting public.
Today their whereabouts are unknown.
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The reason for the withdrawal was the reptilian aspect of these statues, which
leads one to think that such evidence is present throughout the world, and that
certain groups hide these archaeological finds.
It could mean that a transcendent event happened at a time in the history of
humanity that cannot be erased.
The possibility is clear that something non-human was present in one or several
epochs of history, as this is not only evidenced in Japan, but also some
representative figures of deities of many Mesoamerican cultures; an example
is Quetzalcoatl or feathered serpent of the Mayan people.
Source: ‘The Story Behind the Reptilian Statue of The Horyuji Nara Temple, Japan
https://www.monkeyandelf.com/ Published - 8th January 2020

And it isn’t just these two sites’ thousands of miles apart, reptilian-type art
pieces have been found elsewhere.

Africa and even India has this type of statuary
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Around the world, from South and Central America to Egypt, India, Iran, Asia,
we find numerous depictions of these beings, from cultures that had never
intermixed. Yet we never learn of such things generally; how much proof does
one need that our newsfeed has been ethically compromised?
There are so many early artifacts that represent serpents or reptiles, it is enough
to make anyone wonder what our real history is.

Humans and lizards share many genes.
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The Addaura Cave, located on Monte Pellegrino – Palermo, Sicily, is known for its exquisite
engravings dating between the end of the Epigravettian and the Mesolithic period.
Academics have this kind of thing all mapped out for us by saying that this is merely “abstract
art”: No need to worry our pretty little heads then eh? but I’m not so sure.
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Above: Sumerian tablet depicting what appear to be reptilian humanoids
The subject of the human reptilian connection is old. Reptilian-like humanoids and “Lizardpeople” are described in many ancient texts and religions.
So, is it possible that we evolved from reptilians?
There are certain physiological similarities between humans and reptilians. We have what is
known as the “reptilian brain”.
It controls vital functions such as heart rate, breathing, body temperature and balance.
Our reptilian brain also includes the main structures found in a reptile’s brain, namely the
brainstem and the cerebellum.
The reptilian brain is reliable but tends to be somewhat rigid and compulsive.
Our eyes are also constructed like the eyes of reptiles. In both humans and reptiles, the eye acts
as a box with a lens to focus the light that passes through it. Cells within the eye process the
light and turn it into useful information.
Scientists have for long been aware of how the lizard heart is virtually indistinguishable from a
human embryonic heart. While the structure of the human heart has been known for a long
time, the evolutionary origin of our conduction system has nevertheless remained a mystery.
Now, a century-old mystery has thereby finally been unravelled about the evolution of the
human heart.
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Researchers have finally succeeded in showing that the spongy tissue in reptile hearts is the
forerunner of the complex hearts of both birds and mammals.
The new knowledge provides a deeper understanding of the complex conductive tissue of the
human heart, which is of key importance in many heart conditions.
“The heart of a bird or a mammal – for example a human – pumps frequently and rapidly.
This is only possible because it has electrically conductive tissue that controls the heart.
Until now, however, we haven’t been able to find conductive tissue in our common reptilian
ancestors, which means we haven’t been able to understand how this enormously important
system emerged,” says Bjarke Jensen, Department of Bioscience, Aarhus University.
Along with Danish colleagues and colleagues from the University of Amsterdam, he now reveals
that the genetic building blocks for highly developed conductive tissue are actually hidden
behind the thin wall in the spongy hearts of reptiles.
Considering the number of similarities we share, such as the reptilian heart, brain and eyes, it’s
wise to say there are strong indications that ancient reptilian-like humanoids hold secrets of
mankind’s origin.
“There are cave and rock paintings of Reptilian gods that were worshipped 70,000 years ago”.
This is what researcher, writer and poet Harold Beebe affirms to have discovered in one of his
most recent investigations. He claims in a post published on Facebook, that these Reptilian
entities could actually have “not only influenced humanity's past but also controlled and guided
the formation of human civilization”.
“I suspect they use dimensional gateways to travel from their dimension to others.”
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Enki, Sumerian god of water, knowledge (gestú), crafts (gašam), and creation (nudimmud), and
one of the Anunnaki.
Creator of humans?
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Carving - Mesoamerica
Viracocha
Viracocha also spelled Huiracocha or Wiraqoca, creator deity originally worshiped by the preInca inhabitants of Peru and later assimilated into the Inca pantheon. He was believed to have
created the sun and moon on Lake Titicaca.
Depiction showing: Afterlife, Foetus/Snake
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Genuine Witness Testimony
Rape By A ‘Humanoid/Lizard/Snake-Type Creature’
Twice, I had an alien being encounter.
I believe this alien was able to enter my room because my energy field was low,
as I was unwell at the time. I have NOT experienced sickness most of my life,
until a car accident.
Normally I am very strong-willed in mind and body.
That is why at 41, after the crash, my usually strong defenses were depleted.
The attack was quick, and it hit me fast before I could think!
I was woken up into the pitch black, and suddenly I experienced a feeling of
terror as this creature climbed onto the bottom of my bed, near my feet.
I could feel the bed shake and depress with its weight. In an instant it grabbed
me by my legs in a vice-like grip.
Clamping its arms, legs, and body round me, I was wrapped, turned, and bent
over into position. I thought I was going to die!
It coiled round my body on my back breathing down my neck, forcing my head
forward, it’s elongated face against my cheek.
The smell was putrid, terror unbelievable!
It imparted a message to me telepathically that it was doing this for a “scientific
purpose”.
I could feel something long, thin, and cold penetrate me from behind, very
quick, in then out.
Strangely, the feeling was not sexual.
I was praying to God for help.
Using all my strength of will, I also asked the powerful human-type beings I had
encountered previously to save me.
Suddenly, it began to loosen its grip; my right arm became free a little.
Terrified, I grabbed the top of its leg, which it had on the side of my hip.
It felt cold, smooth, with thick muscles; my hand was free on top of its leg, but it
was too thick to go round.
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In an instant, the creature was gone.
Its purpose I believe, was to take something from me.
Eggs? Or to plant its seed?
The creature returned next night to get what it planted back.
Without a doubt, there is probably an alien crossbreed walking around with my
rare RH NEGATIVE DNA.
Its retrieval visit was very fast next night.
Until now, I have only shared this encounter with a handful of people.
As you can imagine, after this I could not sleep for a very long time in the dark.
It still hangs over me, the thought of an experience out of this world like that,
frightening beyond belief!
Fortunately, I am now past childbearing age.
I recovered from the accident, but it took a while.
Then my strong energy repellant shield returned.
No negative experiences like this before or since.
This dark creature was of a humanoid/lizard/snake type.
I felt no scales.
It was smooth and cold like the Python snake I touched while later living in
Ceylon - and the texture of its skin reminded me of my experience. [End of
statement]
I have personally met and interviewed this witness, and I testify that she is
honest, of very good character and sound mind.
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Not sure about the politically correct era of misinformation today, but many
moons ago when I was in school, we were taught in biology how humans were
once monkeys, and how we gradually evolved.
Yet, if we evolved from monkeys, why are there still monkeys?

Man has not shared a common ancestor with a monkey for 25 million years. Image: Shutterstock

Once upon a time, the truth was determined by the number of people that
believed something to be true; now, thanks to our social programming, most
can’t appraise the truth anymore… they only know what they have been told to
think.
It’s all about conformity.
Science is now opinion and guesswork, that’s the distinct impression I get; and
it’s used in a lucky dip fashion to make the predictions of those involved in
deep-state politics/academia seem true; and the amount of money spent on
promoting their modelling is astronomical – I wonder why they need to spend
so much in order to convince us… to sell their conjecture to us.
It’s a taboo subject, but when it is raised, health experts of today are generally
quoted as saying that the exact reason behind the birth of babies with tails is
unknown.
That doesn’t stop them from speculating however, and the favourite theory is an
unusual combination of genes… a malformation.
Medical intervention in such cases can be very risky. For that reason, rather
than reporting it to hospitals, parents in some cultures prefer hiding their child’s
condition… until of course, the tail size increases with age.
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Yet there are quite a few who are of the opinion that human tails and other
anomalies are body parts that have gone extinct.
Some geneticists even acknowledge as a major likelihood, that there was a
procreating connection between human and animals’/mammals’ way back
when.
We are talking about sexual intercourse between humans and unknown
creatures.
The facts couldn’t be much clearer…
…we are only part human.
We even have a part-reptilian brain!
Our Reptilian or Primal Brain
It’s a hypothesis which has been rejected by some scientists, but is compelling,
nonetheless.
The Reptilian Brain is an allegory for the sometimes-aggressive behaviour it
creates in humans.
It is also responsible for our territorial conduct, ritualistic habits, and our
creation of social pecking orders.
Also known as the triune brain, this is a model of the evolution of the vertebrate
forebrain and behaviour, as proposed by the respected American
neuroscientist/physician Paul D. MacLean.
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The triune brain consists of the reptilian complex, the paleomammalian
complex, and the neomammalian complex, viewed each as independently
conscious, and as structures sequentially added to the forebrain in the course of
evolution. Source: Wikipedia
In Doctor MacLean's triune brain model, the basal ganglia are referred to as the
reptilian or primal brain, as this structure is in control of our innate and
automatic self-preserving behaviour patterns, which ensure our survival and that
of our species.
Origin of The Reptilian Complex
The Reptilian Complex, (also known as the "R-complex", "reptilian brain" or
"lizard brain"), was the name MacLean gave to the basal ganglia, structures
derived from the floor of the forebrain during development. The term derives
from the idea that comparative neuroanatomists once believed that the
forebrains of reptiles and birds were dominated by these structures.
MacLean proposed that the reptilian complex is in charge of species-typical’
behaviours, which are often referred to as, the four F’s: Feeding, Fighting,
Fleeing, and… and that other ‘F’ word, (let us just call it ‘Reproduction’).
It is present in hostility, supremacy, territoriality, and ritual displays.
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Notable behaviour patterns include defense of self, family, and personal
property, physical communication, and socially approved actions, such as
handshakes, head nods, and bowing.

Source: Sax, Boria (15 October 2017). Lizard. Reaktion Books. ISBN 978-1-78023-872-2.
Retrieved 9 June 2020.

The reptilian brain or R-complex is known as the oldest part of the brain. The
reptilian brain consists of the upper part of the spinal cord and the basal ganglia,
the diencephalon, and regions of the midbrain – all of which sits atop the spinal
column like a knob in the middle of our heads. Many people also refer to the
reptilian brain as the lizard brain. The reptilian brain fundamentally influences
our behaviour and controls body functions required for sustaining life, such as
breathing and body temperature.
Repeating patterns such as rituals, automatic responses without conscious
thought, predictability, fear of losing a job, spouse, home, or dying, lack of
money & resources, and the unknown are all responses created by the reptilian
brain.
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Territoriality, a hierarchical structure of power, control, ownership, wars,
jealousy, anger, fear, hostility, worry, stuck or frozen with fear, aggressiveness,
conflict, extremist behaviour, competitiveness, cold-blooded, dog-eat-dog
beliefs, might is right, and survival of the fittest.
OCD, hoarding, looting, superstitions, deception, fight or flight, obesity from
fear of lack of food, daily rituals, ceremonial re-enactments,
The reptilian brain overpowers the ability to have calm and rational thought.
“Losing our heads.” These traits all stem from a belief of not enough or a lack
of mentality.
And did you know that Pheromones in human women and iguanas are also a
chemical match?
The puzzle-pieces of our reptilian self, all fit very neatly.
Source: www.quora.com

On their own, individually, these odd aspects to the human could be, (and very
often are), written-off… nothing to see here folks!
But collectively, if we begin joining the dots together, one might hear a familiar
resonance, as the penny drops and the ‘aha’ mechanism whirs into action.
I think Paul MacLean got things right that the pseudoscientists get wrong.
This is Carl Edward Sagan, who was an American astronomer, planetary
scientist, cosmologist, astrophysicist, astrobiologist, author, and science
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communicator: “Deep inside the skull of every one of us, there is something like
a brain of a crocodile. Surrounding the R-complex is the limbic system or
mammalian brain, which evolved tens of millions of years ago in ancestors who
were mammal but not yet primates.
It is a major source of our moods and emotions, of our concern and care for the
young. And finally, on the outside, living in an uneasy truce with the more
primitive brains beneath is the cerebral cortex; civilization is a product of the
cerebral cortex.” - Carl Sagan, Cosmos p.276–277
When Carl Sagan wrote Dragons of Eden in the eighties, he referred to the
limbic system as reptilian.
This has not caught on with neuroscientists, who in my experience continue to
refer to it as "the brainstem".
To call it reptilian is like calling our arms and legs reptilian, (which, as we have
seen regarding webbing of fingers and toes in throwback cases), isn’t so far
from the truth.
Obviously, in terms of scientific observation and thinking, when labelling part
of our brain "reptilian" MacLean is referring to the origin of the gross structure
but is also being metaphorical.
It is but one side of us.
Thanks to his hard work and commitment, he has unveiled a new territory of
science never discovered before.
A chimera is a creature whose body is composed of cells that are genetically
distinct, as if they are from different individuals; and sometimes they really
ARE from different creatures.
We may all be humanoids, because the odds are stacking up that the human
species is the result of genetic modification many thousands of years ago…
…Chimeric mankind!
There are several examples of human chimeras that are already scientifically
acknowledged.
One way that chimeras can happen naturally in humans is that a foetus can
absorb its twin. This can occur with fraternal twins, if one embryo dies very
early in pregnancy, and some of its cells are "absorbed" by the other twin. The
remaining foetus will have two sets of cells, its own original set, plus the one
from its twin.
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These individuals often don't know they are a chimera. For example, in 2002,
news outlets reported the story of a woman named Karen Keegan, who needed a
kidney transplant and underwent genetic testing along with her family, to see if
a family member could donate one to her. But the tests suggested that
genetically, Keegan could not be the mother of her sons. The mystery was
solved when doctors discovered that Keegan was a chimera—she had a
different set of DNA in her blood cells compared to the other tissues in her
body.
More commonly, people may exhibit so-called microchimerism—when a small
fraction of their cells are from someone else. This can happen when a woman
becomes pregnant, and a small number of cells from the foetus migrate into her
blood and travel to different organs.
A 2015 study suggested that this happens in almost all pregnant women, at least
temporarily. The researchers tested tissue samples from the kidneys, livers,
spleens, lungs, hearts, and brains of 26 women who tragically died while
pregnant or within one month of giving birth. The study found that the women
had foetal cells in all of these tissues. The researchers knew that the cells were
from the foetus, and not from the mother, because the cells contained a Y
chromosome, (found only in males), and the women had all been carrying sons.
In some cases, foetal cells may stay in a woman's body for years. In a 2012
study, researchers analyzed the brains of 59 women ages 32 to 101, after they
had died. They found 63 percent of these women had traces of male DNA from
foetal cells in their brains. The oldest woman to have foetal cells in her brain
was 94 years old, suggesting that these cells can sometimes stay in the body for
a lifetime. Source: Scientific American
In a gene-centered view of biology, the human species, out of all living things,
is most unusual.
I don’t believe in coincidences… even Albert Einstein said, “there is no such
thing as coincidence”.
I doubt it’s a coincidence that the human sperm looks a lot like a tiny
translucent tadpole, with a head, center section, and lashing tail that helps to
propel itself toward an egg for fertilization.
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Tadpole/Sperm

I doubt that it is a coincidence either that the human embryo, after a particular
stage of development, looks amphibious.
We exist with, and because of, an extraordinary living system.
Some have pondered over the idea that the human species emerged as a
result of cell symbiosis, that is, artificial introduction of a foreign gene into
a human gene, something that couldn’t occur naturally.
Are we products of a synthetic biology that took place aeons ago?
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Above and below are just two examples of odd-looking individuals which were noticed on TV,
that my partner and I have photographed for posterity.

The way I
see it is this:
Many of
these
hybrids
could be
third
generation
descendants
or greater.

They may not always have recall, although some do, it is suspected that quite a
few people have had alien involvements since childhood.
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Alien experiencer and author James Bartley says his connection with aliens
started when he was just a kid, plenty of which occurred during normal waking
consciousness. The entities I have encountered included various species of
reptilians,‘dracs’ (a gargoyle-like species) reptilian greys, and a diminutive
brown skinned being that appeared in my bedroom when I was about five years
old. Those are just the beings that I have the clearest memories of.
There have been others.
Many of the faceless UFO debunkers claim that alien abduction experiences are
only remembered through hypnosis or were the result of sleep paralysis. This is
complete nonsense. My UFO sightings were not mere "lights in the night sky"
either. I have seen various types of UFOs at close range including a daylight
sighting of a globe-shaped UFO which created its own cloud bank to hide in.
I’ve seen a reddish orange cigar shaped UFO at close range. This cigarshaped craft had a double wide row of windows with yellow light streaming out
of the windows. A three or four-foot red flame came out of the rear of the craft,
and it made a "whooshing sound." On another occasion I witnessed at close
range reddish orange "plasma balls" that shot out beams of bluish white light in
my direction. This happened after a blackout in my neighbourhood.
The plasma balls performed erratic manoeuvres at the base of a power
transformer.
Quoted from the excellent book written by James Bartley Understanding The
Reptilian Mind.
Downloadable free here https://pdfcoffee.com/understanding-the-reptilianmind-pdf-free.html for an in-depth understanding about the reptilian agenda and
mind.
You see, those in the know, (our leaders, our controllers), they’re not 'following
the science' – (as they like to say), they're following ORDERS!
And we now begin to suspect where those orders might be coming from.
They are just the workhorses, with a higher power tugging on their reins.
They don’t want disclosures of this type published; but good journalism
requires dissemination of what someone, (or ‘something’, as is likely in this
case), doesn’t want made public.
I believe it is our duty to reveal what others want kept secret for the wrong
reasons.
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And here’s another bombshell, which was briefly revealed and then buried away
to be forgotten… ‘scales, feathers and hair have a common ancestor’. We
are related to an indefinite form of reptile.
From a New York Times article entitled: Reptiles have scales. Birds have
feathers. Mammals have hair. How did we get them?
“For a long time, scientists thought the spikes, plumage and fur characteristic
of these groups originated independently of each other. But a study published
Friday suggests that they all evolved from a common ancestor some 320 million
years ago.
•

This ancient reptilian creature — which gave rise to dinosaurs, birds and
mammals — is thought to have been covered in scale-like structures.
What that creature looked like is not exactly known, but the scales on its
skin developed from structures called placodes — tiny bumps of thick
tissue found on the surface of developing embryos.” Source Nicholas St.
Fleur a science reporter for the New York Times who writes about archaeology,
palaeontology, space, and other types of interesting research. June 24, 2016

How about this? Human limbs may have evolved from snakes, suggests new
research.
The idea our species has a reptilian background is controversial to say the
least, but hundreds of millions of years ago a common ancestor of mammals,
birds and reptiles evolved a penis.
And many of the genes needed for the organ to grow are also involved in
building arms and legs during embryonic development, say scientists.
The shared patterns of gene expression in the limbs and penis are generated by
a set of noncoding DNAS, also called 'enhancers', reports Developmental Cell.
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These conclusions stemmed from an initial observation that many 'enhancers'
found in limbed animals are still present in snake genomes.
The evolution of the phallus has remained a mystery because external genitalia
generally do not mineralise, so the fossil record is of little help.
But scientists can compare the expression of penis genes from organism to
organism.
Geneticist Dr Douglas Menke, of the University of Georgia in the US, said:
"From purely looking at the DNA sequences we can conclude snakes retain
many enhancers that, based on mammalian studies, we thought were limb
enhancers.
"There have been tens of millions of generations for these elements to be lost,
but the fact these are still present in snakes prompted us to rethink what these
limb enhancers are doing in snakes and mice."
Dr Menke and postdoctoral researcher Carlos Infante examined patterns of
enhancer activity in embryonic limbs and genitalia of mice and reptiles called
anole lizards. Info Source: Mark Waghorn (Reach Publications) 2015
Millions of years? Try again.
Which brings us back to the true age of fossils chestnut again - as discussed
previously.
For me, the New Scientist magazine online 29 March 2012 put this question to
bed once and for all when they spoke of just how Geochemist’s date rocks.
They do so by measuring the ratio of radioactive isotopes – judging by the
different atomic masses in them.
Because these elements decay from one isotope, or element, to another at a
constant rate, knowing the ratio in a particular rock gives its age.
Or so they thought.
It is a long-convoluted technique for measurement involving uranium ratios, so
I won’t go into details, but suffice to say that the team were forced to admit
massive mistakes have been made in their analysis, where some of the accepted
ages for the oldest known rock samples are off by a million years or more!
Argument over, as far as I was concerned.
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And going further out on a tangent to prove how we are being lied to… take oil;
what they've been teaching us in school about oil coming from fossils is wrong
also, according to another buried and long-forgotten CNN report.
Oil Without End? Revisionists say oil isn't a fossil fuel. That could mean
there's lots more of it … by Julie Creswell
February 17, 2003
(FORTUNE Magazine) – In the quiet waters off the coast of Vietnam lies an
area known as Bach Ho, or White Tiger Field. There, and in the nearby Black
Bear and Black Lion fields, exploration companies are drilling more than a
mile into solid granite--so-called basement rock--for oil. That's a puzzle: Oil
isn't supposed to be found in basement rock, which never rose near the surface
of the earth where ancient plants grew, and dinosaurs walked. Yet oil is there.
Last year the White Tiger Field and nearby areas produced 338,000 barrels per
day, and they are estimated to hold about 600 million barrels more.
Oil and natural gas are being found in places no one expected and in greater
quantities than anticipated just a decade ago. In the mid-1990s the world's
reserves of oil were thought to total about 890 billion barrels. Today reserves
stand at 1.1 trillion barrels; the U.S. Geological Survey estimates that
continued reserve growth, along with undiscovered resources, could bring
world oil estimates to as much as three trillion barrels. "We're finding there are
pretty substantial oil reserves in the world," says Tom Ahlbrandt, world energy
project chief at the USGS. "New exploration and drilling technologies are
making major new discoveries possible."
The increase in reserve estimates is fuelling the offbeat theories of maverick
scientists who believe that the expression "fossil fuels" is a misnomer and
that the earth contains a virtually endless supply of oil. Their ideas fly in the
face of the conventional wisdom that oil and natural gas come from the
remains of animals and plants buried millions of years ago. Subterranean heat
and pressure, mainstream science says, transformed this organic dreck into
coal and oil. Though their theories vary, the upstarts believe instead that
wellsprings of oil and gas lie deep within the earth, deeper than most oil
companies drill, and that supplies are constantly replenished. "With the White
Tiger Field in Vietnam, 90% of the production is coming from basement rock,
where there were never any fossils," argues C. Warren Hunt, a geologist in
Calgary. "What they've been teaching us in school about oil coming from
fossils is wrong."
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“Ebaristo Tegria can be calm, articulate, as buttoned-down as the shirts he
wears and as rational as the computer on his desk. But words just about fail the
30-year-old Colombian lawyer when he speaks of the people who run
Occidental Petroleum. "They want to take the blood from the heart of the
world!" he tells anyone willing to listen, (a category that has included princes,
foreign ministers and members of the European Parliament). "They want to
sterilize the earth, extinguish the Indian community and destroy the universe!"
Tegria says he's part of a divinely inspired mission to save it. He and other
leaders of north-eastern Colombia's 7,000-member Uwa tribe have vowed to
stop Occidental from drilling anywhere near their territory. According to the
company's geologists, seismic tests suggest that an untapped pool of up to 1.3
billion barrels--a godsend to Colombia's battered economy--may be buried right
beside the Uwas' lands. And that's where the tribe's nature-worshiping priests
say it should stay. Oil is the earth's blood; they insist pumping it out of the
ground would upset the cosmic balance. Uwa leaders have warned that the
tribe would be ready to commit mass suicide rather than let that happen.”
[End]
Source: Steven Ambrus Newsweek.com 28/05/00

And who is to say that these tribal people are wrong? What’s that? ‘Follow The
Science’ you say – leave it out.
If oil was a fossil fuel, then it would be a finite resource, but it’s not; since 1870
– when J.D. Rockefeller established The Standard Oil Company – we have used
at least 135 billion barrels of the stuff and there are no signs of it running out –
quite the opposite.
If you're still operating under the assumption that the earth's petroleum--or at
least the cheap stuff--is about to run out, you're not going to thrive in the new
oil era. Technology is making it possible to find, produce, and refine oil so
efficiently that its supply, at least for practical purposes, is basically unlimited.
-- BusinessWeek, December 14, 1998
Oil production shows its formation can be considerably faster than previously
thought.
Yet as always, public relations use Evolutionary agenda figures which are then
passed-off as science.
They make claims about science being testable and verifiable, but then if
pushed, their answer is, there are two ways of getting evidence.
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Creationists say just that.
Go to the Bill Nye debate, (Bill is a Cornell University science educator and
mechanical engineer best known for hosting the television program Bill Nye the
Science Guy), with Ken Ham, (an Australian Young Earth
Creationist) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HA3E8wpBO_I
Bill says there is one way that is verifiable and chastises Ken Ham for
differentiating between “historical” or Evolutionary Science” and “Modern
Science”.
Publicly, scientists act as if their Evolutionary theory interpretations of data are
proven facts; yet when they get together, (off-stage so to speak), I have heard
that a considerable number of them agree the evolution standard is a load of old
rubbish.
There is evidence of oil being produced by earth mechanisms within decades,
instead of thousands or millions of years, as per Evolutionary assumptions.
They run one lab experiment for two years to show something can preserve bio
matter, then claim that proves it will work for millions of years. They say that
such experiments performed in the sterility of a lab proves that nature can
preserve bio matter for countless millennia.
Really?
So, next time you are told it takes millions of years for oil to form, question,
where are the experiments that verify the time frame?
It is a bitter pill to swallow for any scientist wanting to tell the truth; and of
those who have tried, they simply became system cancelled… their careers
ruined, and reputations tarnished.
They were virtually erased from life by those who control this system.
Take the example of David Bellamy OBE, who was an English, television
presenter, author, and environmental campaigner; he dared challenge these
arbiters of truth on Climate Change.
David insisted that such alarmist talk is "poppycock", suggesting that man-made
climate change publicity is part of a public consciousness engineering program,
and that any climatic changes are solely part of a natural cycle.[29][30]
His views got him sacked by the BBC, blacklisted… never to work publicly
again.
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I guess I could blame my own school for how such scepticism in me, against
science, first began.
I was just 14, (and a lot of water has flowed under the bridge since then), but I
still vividly recall something my teacher said to us during one of our gardening
classes in the potting shed; he was lecturing us on differing soil types when the
subject he was talking about suddenly veered-off into rocks, then fossil hunting,
as he was a collector of fossils himself.
He reminisced how a beach rockpool at Bognor Regis, West Sussex, UK, (just a
short-ish train ride away from where I lived at the time), used to be a
particularly good place to find specimens of Rotularia, a large, worm-like
creature that existed 56 to 33.9 million years ago… allegedly.

What is a fossil anyway?
Many sources say that fossils are the remains and/or traces of prehistoric life. The critical factor
is age. Fossils have to be older than 10,000 years.
In other words, fossils can be relatively recent and not necessarily millions of years old as
commonly thought.

And due to the crumbling sedimentary layers of that area, these fossils would
frequently get washed onto the shoreline.
Schoolboys being schoolboys… well, that account was like a red rag to a bull;
so, next opportunity, I travelled there to Bognor in a quest to find a Rotularia
fossil or two for myself.
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How Rotularia may have looked when alive

And I did – I found a few embedded into lumps of rock which had come ashore
and nestled into the rock pools, just as my teacher said.
I took these home and examined them, and on one I tried a test; I wanted to get
that fossil out of its rocky sarcophagus – and it surprised me just how easy it
was to do so; I scratched away at the sedimentary surrounding of said artefact
and found it to be quite crumbly!
There were points where I could even use my thumbnail to remove bits and
pieces.
When the relic was fully free and I could hold it in my hand, I was able to
admire this shell which had survived in perfect condition for so long, from
every angle; then I thought to myself, hang on, how can that be as old as my
teacher had claimed?
I mused, it could have been buried hundreds, or at a stretch a thousand years,
but never in one’s wildest imagination was that millions of years old!
It looked relatively modern, (if that makes any sense), yet according to all
the textbooks, Rotularia Concava, (to give this extinct creature its full
name), is supposed to have been around during the Eocene Epoch, a
geological era that lasted from about 56 to 33.9 million years ago!
Something doesn’t add up.
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Having had my doubts about the official line all those years ago, I still to this
day, question how many times history has been erroneously ‘revised’; and
throughout my life so far, I have found clues and links that make me firmly
believe such misgivings were and are fully justified.
Then in 2018, buried under piles of mundania on the net, I discovered this, a
published experimental protocol, involving University of Bristol scientists,
that could change the way fossilisation is studied.
Lab-made fossils cram 1000s of years into 24 hours: “Creating ‘synthetic’
fossils in the lab sheds light on fossilisation processes”.
In an effort to better understand how the fossilization process affects various
types of biological materials, scientists at Britain's University of Bristol
developed a lab-based process in which fresh specimens such as bird feathers,
lizard limbs, and leaves can be converted into "synthetic" fossils within
approximately one day.
Using a hydraulic press, the items are first packed into clay tablets about the
diameter of a dime. Each tablet is then placed in a sealed metal tube, which gets
heated to over 410 ºF (210 ºC) while also being subjected to 3,500 psi (241 bar)
of pressure. After around 24 hours of this treatment, the tablets are cracked open
to reveal their now-fossilized contents.
To the naked eye, the synthetic fossils reportedly look just like ones made
naturally. Even when they were examined using a scanning electron
microscope,
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Some of the biological samples, compared to the fossils that they became.
Experimental samples compared to fossils down to the microscopic structure of melanosomes.
Fossil lizard images courtesy of Nicholas Edwards and Wang Yuan
Further information
Paper:
‘Sediment-encased maturation: a novel method for simulating diagenesis in organic fossil
preservation’ by E. Saitta, T. Kaye and J. Vinther in Palaeontology.

The research, which was supervised by Dr. Jakob Vinther, is described in a
paper that was published in the journal Paleontology.
Read more here University of Bristol
What you have just read is verifiable, but now, only an anecdote I’m afraid, (as
I can’t find further details on the net… and it looks like any reference to this one
could have been removed, which is par for the course), although it’s key to our
whole understanding of what exactly constitutes fossilization.
I remember reading of a case, where around 1975 or so, a leather boot was
found in the desert that had a deteriorated human bone sticking out of it, and
when the boot was opened, there was a fossilized foot inside of it still attached
to the rotting leg bone!
After researching the maker’s name on the boot, scientists were shocked to
learn that it was manufactured only 50 years before the find.
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What I would like to know, is how did flesh turn to stone inside the boot so
quickly?
To some degree, this type of phenomenon might be related to Nucleophilic
Substitution, which is a class of chemical reactions in which an electron-rich
chemical species replaces a functional group within another electron-deficient
molecule. The molecule that contains the electrophile and the leaving functional
group is called the substrate.
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nucleophilic_substitution

Like one of those dot-to-dot puzzles, a picture is now beginning to emerge.
Dare to dive beneath the mainstream sea of stories as some of us have done, and
as one passes through its muddied waters one will eventually enter into a realm
of crystal-clear clarity.
To some degree, the reptile appears to be permanently present in everyone; they
may even possess us spiritually - and we may sometimes feel their negative
energy when they are present.
Wake up, fully open your eyes and you may notice some bizarre symbology all
over the place.

The human/reptile connection is very old and described in many ancient texts and religions.
In diverse cultures, reptilian gods have been both dreaded and revered.
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To this day, reptile and dragon symbolism signifies divine heritage and royalty in many Asian
countries, while in the West, the snake represents wisdom and truth.
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Whether stylized or plain, from Washington to Buckingham Palace, to Big Ben… to the humble
and not so humble church spires, one must admit that this geometry looks mighty odd.
Are our controllers displaying their phallic power world-over?

It’s as if they simply cannot help themselves!

Some say that these are all stylized phalli… symbols of the reptile gods – can’t think why.
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Another analogy that they are cooking the truth, which I would like to slot in
here, concerns Perpetual Motion.
A bit random some might think... but read on.
It is generally accepted amongst those with academic qualifications that such a
device could never be built.
Academics always use the same type of sarcastic tones about PM, that if anyone
could come up with such a wonder, the world’s energy problems would be
solved overnight!
Although many have tried, PM they say, can’t be achieved.
But technically, ‘Perpetual’ means (1): continuing forever or (2): for life.
‘Forever’ is a long, long time; almost nothing could last ‘forever’, not even the
earth itself… so the term perpetual motion is ridiculous when one thinks about
it; a lifetime is long enough and qualifies as ‘perpetual’, both for me, and as
officially defined by the dictionary.
I say this, because I personally knew of an engineer/inventor with working
patents and employment within the space program, who built such a device.
He sadly passed away recently, so I won’t give his name out here as his family
may wish to distance themselves from the publicity it may engender, but build a
perpetual motion machine he did, as well as successfully demonstrating his
achievement at many universities.
I didn’t see it myself, and nothing survives about his invention on the net, (that I
can find anyway), but allegedly, the tiny gadget consisted of a disc pivoted on a
needle; this was sealed inside a glass vacuum tube and the disc spun of its own
volition, without any energy input, on its own, for many, many years until the
needle began to wear down. This was perpetual motion nonetheless, and the
contraption clearly violated certain aspects of the energy conservation law.
The inventor didn’t claim that his PM gizmo could generate energy, or do any
work, it was simply intended to run forever. Friction was its only weak link;
now, if this had been mounted rather like the balance wheel of a watch - on
jewels, who knows how long that could have run for!
Therefore, I say perpetual motion IS possible, but not practicable – and at best,
my friends’ invention would only ever have been a curiosity, not of any
everyday use; yet this anecdote serves to illustrate perfectly, just how wrong
science can be.
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Very little in this life is truly free – but to argue over this is merely splitting
hairs; some things are, or as near as dammit; the same logic as my PM
illustration applies to free ‘energy’; take Solar panels. Energy from the sun is
probably the greenest renewable fuel source that can be harnessed to power
your home or business. And it’s ‘free’. Ok, not at night, but even on the dullest
of days when there is just ambient light, you get something.
So, for the ‘useful’ internet idiot ‘experts’, (who may have academic degrees,
but have no degree of flexibility in their ‘opinions’), to suggest that free energy
is a total myth, is just plain wrong.
Dishonesties like that are certain to elevate public anger; and it is almost
guaranteed now the ‘Checkers’ will start backtracking.
And what about the archaeological evidence which shows that the first humans
used geothermal resources in North America more than 10,000 years ago with
the settlement of Paleo-Indians at hot springs?
Today, Geothermal energy is used to generate electricity via steam from natural
sources such as geysers, or by drawing water from the hot, high-pressure depths
of the Earth. These hot vapours are then used to drive electric turbines.
Doesn’t any of this qualify as “Free Energy”?
Also, on another level, there is telluric or ‘earth energy’; it’s real; indeed, I have
built an earth battery myself, with soil being the excitation medium,
(electrolyte), and two disparate metals as electrodes, (elements);
This generated a small but measurable current.
Right-enough there are drawbacks, namely maintenance, low voltage, and rather
feeble amperage, but try as they might, technocracy’s digital brownshirts cannot
refute that Free Energy is there, and as such, this reality cannot be termed a
‘falsehood’… as the intellectual pawns delight in parroting.
Ground energy is an old concept, with one version or another dating back a few
centuries; conceivably it goes back further still, with early man employing earth
energy himself in various ways. The planet is a good conductor, and it's huge, so
it makes a handy return path for electrons.
Anyone new to this should also ponder the “Baghdad Battery”, although this
may have been an electrochemical cell.
Found in 1938 by a German archaeologist, this apparatus was manufactured in
medieval times and consists of a clay jar, a copper cylinder, and an iron rod. If
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filled with a weak acid like vinegar or lemon juice, the combination produces
around 1 volt.
Its museum home presentation says, “this is the first battery that we know of”.
Note the uncertain tone in the wording “that we know of”. I wonder how many
others there once were, yet to be discovered, or maybe discovered already and
kept secret?

It must be appreciated with the Baghdad battery type… one is simply consuming the poles to
get current. The power is coming from the metal chemically reacting. The current is mainly
from the metals corroding. Sometimes referred to as the Parthian Battery, it is often wondered
what it could have been used for. Scientists believe the batteries were used to electroplate items
such as putting a layer of one precious metal (gold) onto the surface of another (silver), an antique
technological method not entirely lost, and still practiced in Iraq today. It has been proven that the
ancient Egyptians used earth batteries, and of those discovered, a few of them were found to still
putting tiny amounts of power out.

Electrochemical or not, it seems a bit like an ‘earth battery’ to me, similar
potential voltage too.
Certain whitewashers, those rewriters of our past, now have it that this artefact
is just a ‘scroll jar’.
But the anti-battery arguments are full of holes. The claim that this object
looked like a commonly used jar is a red herring.
Why use two metals? Why insulate them?
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Evidence has been lost and distorted, and remaining archaeological finds are
being presented by academic twerps in every way, other than anything that
makes real sense!
Archaeology runs by clear sets of rules when it comes to artifacts; anything
found that does not fit the narrative, such as developed technology or evidence
indicating pre-historical civilization, is put aside and considered either unknown
or a hoax and is seldom accepted as part of the archaeological record; especially
if discovered outside of normal sanctioned digs or by persons with unknown or
unaccepted credentials.
Archaeology is not always truthful or accurate.
Take England alone, the Roman invasion changed the landscape, language,
culture and thought process of native Britons forever.
Just imagine the knowledge that has been irretrievably lost.
Historically questionable artefacts, strange, (sacred?) geometry and out of place
phenomena are left to tell the tales… all of which are open to, (and the victim
of), interpretations both good and bad.
Make no mistake, the Vatican and the Smithsonian Institution have all kinds of
truths hidden away in their vaults that they don't want us to know about,
because it contradicts their fabricated story of our history.
Biological Battery/Generator?
Generator or battery? Still not sure as to its correct title, (maybe it’s both),
anyway, my first attempts at earth conductivity began Early March 2022 – cold,
fine weather conditions.
These tests were made in my garden.
There are no electrical cables/lines around here.
I used 8 alternately-spaced conducting elements, (all orientated to the North) –
…with every other one insulated by plastic sheathing; this consisted of four
copper pipes, four heavy duty galvanized poles, (driven deep into the ground),
my voltmeter to measure any current… oh, and not forgetting either, some
connecting crocodile clip leads.
Incredibly, without any voltage whatsoever employed, I recorded up to 1.10 v
DC electron flow between the pipes; just the ground and the elements; this
fluctuated slightly, (pictured here at 1.09), and its low amperage stuff - but
energy there is.
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[Please see next two images for the principle/connection/arrangement.]

Principle: The electronegativity difference between the anode and cathode creates an electric
potential (voltage). ["Original versions of the Morse telegraph used two wires — a signal, and a
return. In 1837, a German, Carl von Steinheil, demonstrated that the earth itself could be used in
place of the return wire. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia]
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My garden experiments.
A series of these arrangements would be required to drive anything worthwhile.
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Naturally, the tubing will eventually become corroded or oxidized, (rot), but
nevertheless, I get the impression that even if I were to try this a year or so from
now, some energy would still be present.

No doubt a scientific reason will be arrived at for all this, but I would like
someone to also explain away an alien/paranormal experience that my now
partner had, (in 1980 and again in 82), while looking out from her lounge
window towards this very spot.
http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/My1980and82HomeDarkAlienEncounters.
html
You see, that’s why I chose this position to pilot my earth energy
experiments in the first place!
As Karl Popper, one of the 20th century's most influential philosophers of
science put it “scientific knowledge is provisional – the best we can do at the
moment.”
Yet nit-pickers might say hey, this energy is not totally free, but to my mind, the
term is as close to being correct or true - that it can be regarded as ‘correct’ or
‘true’. Basically, naysayers are picking apart the definition of the word ‘free’ to
draw a different conclusion.
And, the earth battery, or whatever is used, is merely to allow a flow of
electrons between the poles. Chemistry 101... but as I said, as near as dammit,
it’s ‘free energy’ that we are seeing, and it can be tapped into. My effort
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produced less than 1 volt; however, earth batteries like this, built in a series
on a large scale, (and I’ve seen this done), can achieve hundreds of volts!
By the way, I have also repeated these same experiments after it had rained
overnight, and this made no difference to the readings whatsoever.
Those who are closed-minded may now cry bad archaeology on me, because I
am even strongly considering an ancient energy technology in terms of the
megalithic stone circles, (oddly enough, the OE for Church is ‘circe’ = ‘circle’),
with their huge sarsen, quartz-laden blocks having once been used for
harnessing/amplification/cumulative storage of telluric or other lifeforce
energies from the environment.
After all, sarsen stones are blocks of quartzite; consider these in relation to
Piezoelectricity, the electric charge that accumulates in certain solid materials
such as crystals, as exploited in several applications in today’s electronics
industry. They are mostly used as resonators in electronic circuits. Quartz is a
naturally occurring form of silicon. However, it is now produced synthetically
to meet the growing demand.

It has been shown by dowsers, that in some of these primeval arrangements,
each stone is predominantly positive or negative and oppositely charged to its
neighbour – with polarity changing during primary Moon phases.
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And as the lines of subtle energy that are often termed ‘Ley Lines’, have been
mapped and found to all criss-cross, (or once did, but now heavily disrupted
because of road building and other modern construction), through the stone
circle sites, the concept of a prehistoric energy collection system makes good
sense to me.
But all of that isn’t the end of the mystery; in addition, certain stones have been
found to emit resonances; and I have noted in previous books that megalithic
ruins seem to be laid out like circuit diagrams!
In 1983 a comprehensive study was undertaken by engineer Charles Brooker to
locate magnetism in sacred sites. The test subject was the Rollright stone circle
in England. A magnetometer survey of the site revealed how a band of magnetic
force is attracted into the stone circle through a narrow gap of stones that act as
the entrance. The band then spirals towards the center of the circle as though
descending down into the earth.
Two of the circle’s western stones were also found to pulsate with concentric
rings of alternating current, resembling ripples in a pond.
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Magnetometer survey image of the Rollright Stones. Adapted from Charles Brooker. Magnetism
and Standing Stones, New Scientist, January 13, 1983.
Just why were megaliths introduced to distinguish these spots anyway? Were they used to mark
‘sacred land’? What makes the mystery even deeper, is that such complexes aren't always
constructed just with local materials, rather at some ancient sites, certain stones may have been
brought from afar to their current location, perhaps especially selected in order to enhance the
geomagnetic properties of these sites. The findings of Paul Devereux and the Dragon Project,
Pierre Meraux at Carnac, and John Burk and Kaj Halberg across the world suggest just that.

The analysis led Brooker to state how, “the average intensity of the
[geomagnetic] field within the circle was significantly lower than that measured
outside, as if the stones acted as a shield.”
Such discoveries help us decipher what the ancients were up to when they built
megalithic constructions.
Source: https://www.ancient-origins.net/
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Energy Via The Ground - Tests And Other Anomalies At Megalithic Sites

Lightwater – Ancient ‘Viewing Platform’/ ‘The Colossus’ High Curley Hill, Surrey, UK
It is said that many of these megaliths were deposited at their locations when being pushed in
front of the advancing glaciers in the last ice age, with a myriad of examples having been repositioned with intent by human effort countless centuries ago, where they currently sit.
Remarkably, the Curley Hill examples are located 129 metres above sea level; an inconceivable
height, (one would have thought), for ice age glaciers to have lifted them to.
By the way, regarding the test you are about to see, the soil around High Curley Hill is thin,
sandy and nutrient poor; pH levels 4 to 6.
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During visits to
several ancient
British megalithic
sites, I found that
there is a
miniscule trickle
of electrical
energy associated
with some of the
stones, measured
by pushing my
voltmeter probes
into nearby soil.
No electrodes,
straight into the
ground.
I tried this
elsewhere, much
further away from
the stones but
obtained only a
‘0’ reading.
Is there something
unusual about
these monuments
themselves that is giving-off this low conduction?
Stones do not conduct/generate electrical current, so, I really don’t know what
the explanation is.
Either way it is a marvel, that despite how much they have been interfered with
in recent times - there is still any charge present around these edifices at all; and
there are no pylons or other electrical sources at places like the stone site on
High Curley Hill… nothing.
So, what is it that I detected – and power-wise, what might these sites have
radiated formerly?
Don’t worry about the sterile negativities written by university ‘experts’ and
other mentally-constipated dons regarding such treasures; trust instead the
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feelings and findings of visitors who claim the ability to sense the energy of leys
and their markers, together with the physical data from experiments like mine.
Even if the technical meters can't always read it, megalithic sites radiate a
certain dynamism of one type or another … its palpable, and I believe what we
are dealing with here are major clues to the engineering knowledge of ancient
civilizations.
Now, (although it’s at an early door stage), I am hearing technical chatter about
“concrete batteries” as the future of energy storage.
Concrete sounds awfully sterile, doesn’t it? That’s what I thought at first, but
wait, not so quick: Energy Vault, a Swiss start-up, has created a way to store
electricity in concrete blocks. The technology helps use solar power when the
sun doesn't shine and wind power when the wind doesn't blow. It's a low-tech
alternative to lithium-ion batteries.
Energy Vault’s idea is similar to hydroelectric power, but instead of using water
and dams, it uses concrete blocks and cranes. The low-cost, low-tech solution is
proof that some of the answers to our energy-storage problems may be hiding in
plain sight. Source: https://www.energyvault.com/
Watch the 2018 video here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mmrwdTGZxGk
Concrete is a mix of aggregates (65-75%) such as sand, and the most common
component of sand is silicon dioxide in the form of quartz.
It also contains aluminium, and sulphur. These chemical components have
ions that move across the concrete to conduct electricity.
So, here we are back to quartz and stone again; is it just me or is there a hint,
(just a wee hint... lol), that our far-off ancestors were more innovative than we
tend to give them credit for?
Certain skills and wisdom must have been lost in time, there can be little doubt
of that. The indications are overwhelming. Look at this I found deep on the net;
part of a study published in the Journal of Applied Physics - a peer-reviewed
scientific journal.
The Great Pyramid of Giza Can Focus Electromagnetic Energy
“Propagation of electromagnetic waves inside the pyramids of Cheops at
different lengths of radio waves (from 200 to 400 meters). The black
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rectangular position of the so-called King's Chamber. Credit: ITMO University,
Laser Zentrum Hannover.
An international research group has applied methods of theoretical physics to
investigate the electromagnetic response of the Great Pyramid to radio waves.
Scientists predicted that under resonance conditions, the pyramid can
concentrate electromagnetic energy in its internal chambers and under the base.
The research group plans to use these theoretical results to design nanoparticles
capable of reproducing similar effects in the optical range. Such nanoparticles
may be used, for example, to develop sensors and highly efficient solar cells.”
Read more here…
https://phys.org/news/2018-07-reveals-great-pyramid-giza-focus.html
“In a time of deceit telling the truth is a revolutionary act”
That was a quote by George Orwell, the famous novelist, essayist, journalist and
critic, whose writings from decades ago, seem to predict the world of today.
The current saying is that fact checkers never existed until the truth started
coming out.
All over the Internet this new breed of soulless, big new media prefects, (which
is an anagram of ‘perfects’), as they have been called, are turning ‘fact’ into
fiction, hiding history, faking history and labelling actuality as ‘mis’, ‘mal’, and
‘disinformation’… which are often codes for ‘the truth’.
And note how seldomly, (if at all), one sees ‘these are the full facts’ as
headlines to their double-speak, doublethink, twisted judgements.
Historical records are being changed before our very eyes, yet most are too
apathetic to appreciate what is happening; and of those who do notice, they are
not allowed to challenge the endorsed version.
And what else are these truth-bodgers and fact-dodgers misleading us about?
Many, many, many things most likely. It is a disturbing situation... much of
what is being taught as history is merely speculation.
And this from the ‘Ice Age Farmer’ broadcaster, is yet another damning report.
First recounted by Chad Chaddington, who is an alternative news journalist, it
shows that the UN, (United Nations), is now exercising censorship of the
Internet at the domain name level, which is to say, we're not talking about a post
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on Facebook or tweet on Twitter, we're talking about entire privately hosted
websites going offline and disappearing from the Internet!
This represents the true extent how far they're willing to go to keep the Internet
a completely controlled, ideological echo chamber.
Because at first, like I said, it was just social media posts disappearing, and
when people complained about that, the response was typically well go start
your own platform.
Of course, that proved not to work either because when American alt-tech social
networking service GAB started up, it turned out that Microsoft pulled their
cloud hosting out from underneath them, so they had to go get their own
machines.
The same thing happened to Parlour, when Amazon pulled Amazon Web
Services out from underneath them, that literally took away the infrastructure
that these companies were using to try and start their own platforms.
The very backbone of the Internet using domain names to resolve down IPS, is
being controlled by these registrars who are kow-towing with these removal
notices from the United Nations seat at the Counter-Terrorism executive
Committee.
I talk about this because it is extremely dangerous, and it represents the reality
that these people will not stop until they control every aspect of speech online
and offline.
Chad Chaddington shared this message which was sent to the owner of a
website who was taken off Internet; when the website owner contacted their
domain name registrar by phone to say hey what's going on here, where's my
website? it is not resolving anymore, the registrar wrote back and said “thanks
for ringing us, your domain name was reported to us by the UN counter
terrorism executive director, and as such we took action to ensure that the
domain does not resolve.”
People can't get to your website, and it doesn't matter how many machines and
however many data centres, it's offline.
No one can find it in accordance with the user agreement.
It's game over right, that all it takes apparently… a single message from the
United Nations and your website disappears.
Now here's why this is important.
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Forums have been talking for some time about combating online extremism and
hate speech - and they've been asking are we at a turning point?
Well, that turning point is now; this is a quote from someone at the World
Economic Forum… to stop people falling down the wrong YouTube hole and
then come out speaking an entirely different language.
“What they're describing here is people waking up, right… that's what this is
about, that's why they want to stop free speech, they don't want people falling
down the wrong rabbit hole and learning about the powers that shouldn’t be and
what's actually going on in this world.
“And it is not a secret conspiracy, all I have to do is look at sites like the World
Economic Forum to read an open plan about taking over the world.
“That's why the United Nations Counter-Terrorism executive director has been
issuing reports for years; but especially this year 2021, they came out with this
document countering terrorism online with artificial intelligence.
“The document I have read comes straight from the Office of Counter Terrorism
executive director.
“The setup we're talking about here has also taken down information from
privately hosted websites.
“They have successfully been taking total control over the Internet and in
Section 4 from their report automated content moderation and take down, we
read about the attack on social media channels and web pages, privately hosted
websites and they want to regulate our minds.
“The serfs need to be controlled.
“They want to prevent someone holding views regarded as unacceptable or
offensive and from contributing to a forum debate by blocking them and their
website.
“The report goes on to mention that AI models can be trained to home-in on
specific content fitting specific criteria, because the goal here is to prevent the
spread of harmful narratives.
“Klaus Schwab has said how important it is that we at the World Economic
Forum, craft the new great narrative… to write the story of how the world
became a technocracy… and their desire is to censor any sort of harmful
information.
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“We are talking about, the detecting of misinformation and disinformation
spread by terrorists for strategic purposes.
“While the phenomenon of disinformation is not new, the capability for fake
news to reach wide audiences is unprecedented; while the application or
distortion of information is not necessarily illegal, it can be harmful even if it's
not illegal; we don't like it.
“They want total control over what you are allowed to see and hear online.
“We have to take that information offline; we have to get it off before they even
publish.
“The report doesn't just stop at publishers though; we read from Section 2; they
can also identify red flags of radicalization.
“A further artificial intelligence case for countering terrorism online concerns
the use of AI to help identify individuals who are at risk of radicalization, those
who are at risk of falling down the wrong rabbit hole and believing the things
we don't want them to believe.
“Radicalization maybe a complex social phenomenon; the path is very personal
and political, but machine learning techniques can provide support to law
enforcement and counter terrorism agencies.
“For example, AI can be used to identify keywords that may indicate the state
of radicalization of a social media account.
“So, if someone starts wrong think, or if you start posting any indication that
you're questioning the official narrative, then AI will trigger an alarm and the
agencies will get notified.
“It will say, ‘hey this guy needs to be pushed back over into the right direction’.
“In this, we've already seen that Google was offering data to law enforcement
based on certain search terms.
“So, if you search for the wrong thing in the wrong search engine like Google or
Bing or any of those big tech companies, you are openly submitting yourself to
perfect surveillance and asking for the government to watch everything you're
doing online.
“We're not really talking about ISIL terrorists and violent extremists, as this
piece from the institute for strategic dialogue makes clear, it is things such as
climate change deniers.
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“It’s about disinformation and extremism; so, if you search for the grand solar
minimum for example, if you look at solar cycles suddenly, you're in the wrong
space; you're not allowed to think about that.
“I think this speaks for itself that the United Nations has taken control, even
over privately hosted websites, so those folks don't have a chance in publishing
another side to the official narrative. [End]
And whenever they cite ‘terrorism’, ‘extremism’, ‘radicalization’ or ‘for your
own safety’, ‘to prevent harm’, these are euphemisms for deletion and
alterations of ‘the real facts’.
Yeah, our controllers sure do love their word play, the substitution of blunt and
uncomfortable truths for those more politically correct… public friendly.
Apart from a variety of other damaging particulars, I contend that they don’t
want us to know what we really are and our precise lineage.
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A Further Rude Awakening
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Scan of a developing foetus’ left hand, showing the dorsometacarpales. Credit: Rui Diogo.

Obscure and long forgotten headlines like these, reveal a bit more about us as
well.
Human foetuses have lizard-like limb muscles but lose them before birth.
Babies in the womb have extra lizard-like muscles in their hands that most will
lose before they are born, medical scans reveal.
Rarely, some children and adults have been found to have a few of the extra
finger and hand muscles but never all of the dorsometacarpales the biologists
saw when they looked at 3D scans of embryos and foetuses at seven to 13
weeks' gestation.
We might not have tails anymore, but our genomes still contain the genetic code
for growing one. Each of us has an embryonic bony tail buried in our lower
backs—the coccyx or tailbone—stunted by a loss of molecular signals that
would otherwise cause it to grow out like an arm or leg.
Researchers led by Dr. Rui Diogo from Howard University in the U.S.
employed advanced 3D imaging techniques on 15 developing babies.
Sometimes, a child is born with a few extra finger and hand muscles, which
may explain some of these foetal developments. However, a baby is never born
with all the dosometacarpales that the biologists saw in their 3D scans.
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It’s unclear why the body temporarily grows these limb muscles only to delete
them at a later time, but the process has been described in unprecedented detail
in this study.
Diogo says that our thumbs have a lot more muscles than other digits, which
allows for very precise thumb movements. Perhaps our other digits also had
more muscles but lost them because we didn’t need them as much — however,
it’s not so easy to lose a feature once it’s been expressed by the genome.
The study is striking because it adds a new level of complexity to human
development. It also raises important questions. What else are we missing, for
instance? Biologists hope to answer this question, at least partly, by performing
detailed scans of other body parts in the future. Source: BBC Archives - plus
these findings also appeared in the journal Development.
A valid explanation is that Mankind’s pedigree includes genetic intrusion.
We had some peculiar-looking ancestors… and how long ago was that exactly?
I am asking a serious question here, considering my previous point on how
scientists have been caught either misbehaving or being led down a wormhole
of conceivable deception.
Online, the authorised Smithsonian explanation is that our relatives were
dinosaurs.
“We and dinosaurs share body plans based upon four limbs. Although our
skeletons have been modified in different ways, we have many of the same types
of bones, (the bones of our limbs and hands are a good example), and this all
goes back to our swamp-dwelling common ancestor almost 400 million years
ago.” https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/our-relatives-thedinosaurs-36503129/
Let’s get this straight, “our skeletons have been modified”… erm, okay, and we
have “swamp-dwelling common ancestors”.
“Lineages diverged and evolved through time, but our common ancestry
can still be seen in our skeletons. We and dinosaurs share body plans.”
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I mean, considering how timelines are now being unofficially re-written, are we
talking, (as the rock dating inaccuracies have shown us), thousands, or millions
of years?
And if the former, as seems to be likely, how did man even evolve from a
reptile in such a relatively short time?
Anyway, another interesting connection from the point of view of my
investigation, is that we are both, (human and reptiles), amniotes, meaning we
have an amniotic sac around our eggs. In humans, this holds the amniotic fluid
in the womb. In dinosaurs, this sac is right under the hard-shell layer.
Taking everything into account, the truth, (unpalatable for some and sure to be
denied by others), is that this body we each taken for granted, is only halfhuman.

Curious also, how the ancient Egyptians sometimes depicted their deity’s such as the Goddess
Isis, as either green for the underworld or half reptile/half human.
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The Orphic Egg, an Ancient Greek Orphic tradition, (also known as the cosmic egg) from which
hatched the primordial hermaphroditic deity Phanes/Protogonus, is another eyebrow-raiser.
The egg is often depicted with the serpent-like creature, Ananke, wound about it.

And then there’s this; Egyptologists say it’s just a crocodile king deity, maybe so, but were the
ancients also conveying something more?
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It looks very suspicious.

Again – what you see here is NOT a Photoshop trick, but a real throwback.
To give it its ‘state approved’ title, this is Atavism.
Atavisms are traits of distant ancestors that reappear in the modern day.
An atavus is descended from distant ancestors.
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It is perhaps most evident in the Vadoma people, also known as Bantwana
tribe, (Bantwana means “descendants”), Doma or Dema who live generally in
Sipolilo and Urungwe districts of the Kanyemba region in Northern
Zimbabwe.
The region is located around the basin of the Mwazamutunda River
or Zambezi River.
They speak in the Dema language.
This condition of their feet is what biologists call “Ectrodactyly” which is an
inherited dominant genetic mutation.
It is a mutation which affects only the feet of one in four children within
the Vadoma population.
The defect remains prevalent in the Vadoma because of a small genetic pool
among the Vadoma. Since they remain mostly isolated, and the tribal laws
forbid them to marry someone outside the community.
‘Ectrodactyly’ occurs at lower rates throughout the world and can be caused by
a number of human gene defects, a common one being a mutation of the 7th
chromosome. Source: Science Wiser - Author Rahul Jha
They are throwbacks – but throwbacks to what exactly?
Ostriches? or how about dinosaurs?
For me, that’s what they are more akin to.
Then I found these headlines while browsing.
“Fossil tracks left by an ancient crocodile that ran like an ostrich.”
“Scientists have been stunned to find that some ancient crocodiles might

have moved around on two feet.
The evidence comes from beautifully preserved fossil tracks in South Korea.
Nearly a hundred of these 18-24cm-long indentations were left in what were
likely the muddy sediments that surrounded a lake in the Early Cretaceous, 110120 million years ago.
The international team behind the discovery says it will probably challenge our
perception of crocodiles.” Source: BBC News – Author Jonathan Amos
Science Correspondent 11 June 2020

Reptiles yet again.
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We are constantly ‘nudged’ into trusting the mainstream narrative and scientific
thought; that it is important for us to distinguish between myths and stories,
which is, in the main, a wholesome enough attitude; but one must also apply
critical thinking and open-mindedness into the equation, as it can now be seen, a
reptilian lineage for humanity could well have a factual basis.
The conclusions of prestigious Harvard psychiatrist, John Edward Mack, were
not that dissimilar to my own; although his life was tragically cut-short when in
2004, while in London to lecture at a T. E. Lawrence Society-sponsored
conference, Mack was killed by a drunken driver.
Sometime after his death, Vanity Fair publicized a case he had dealt with
involving Barbara Lamb, a psychotherapist and family counsellor from
Claremont, California, who practices regression therapy, treating personality
disorders by taking people back to ‘previous lives’.
She revealed what happened to her about seven years earlier: “I was walking
through my home and there was standing this reptilian being. It was three in the
afternoon. I was alert and awake. I was startled somebody was there.”
Ordinarily, Lamb said, she is repulsed by snakes and lizards, “but he was
radiating such a nice feeling. I went right over and had my hand out. He was
taller than I, this close to me”, (she held her hands a foot apart), “with yellow
reptile eyes.
Then he was suddenly gone.” She said she had recalled more of the encounter
when a colleague put her through hypnotic regression. “He said telepathically,
‘Ha, Barbara, good, good.
Now you know that we are real.
We do exist and have contacts with certain people.’”
These people are not insane or deluded; in some unknown space/time
dimension, something real had actually happened to them.” Source: Alien Nation Ralph Blumenthal - Vanity Fair 2013.
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Ichthyosis
Then there is Ichthyosis, a condition that causes widespread and persistent
thick, dry, "fish-scale" skin… another reversion to an earlier ancestral
characteristic.

Most people with ichthyosis have inherited a particular faulty gene from their
parent. The signs and symptoms of inherited ichthyosis appear at birth or within
the first year of life.
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The throwback, (or ‘disorder’ as the medical journals will have us think), ties in
with Ichthyosaurus, (meaning “Lizard”), one of a group of aquatic reptiles that
inhabited the Mesozoic oceans from the Mid-Triassic time, which was allegedly
210 million years ago, until the late Cretaceous period 65 million years ago…
again, allegedly.
The faulty gene affects the rate at which the skin regenerates – either the
shedding of old skin cells is too slow, or the skin cells reproduce at a much
faster rate than they can shed old skin. Either way, this causes a build-up of
rough, scaly, fish-like skin.
Ichthyosis may develop if a baby is born with a shiny yellow membrane,
(collodion membrane), that sheds within the first week of life.
Once the membrane has shed, one of the following types of ichthyoses can
develop:
•

non-bullous ichthyosiform erythroderma – inflamed scaly skin that
affects the entire skin surface

•

bullous ichthyosiform erythroderma – inflamed scaly skin with fluidfilled blisters that may become infected and give off a foul-smelling
odour

•

lamellar ichthyosis – where the skin isn't as red, but the scales are larger
and tighter to the skin

There's no cure for ichthyosis but moisturising and exfoliating the skin daily can
help prevent dryness, scaling and the build-up of skin cells. Source: NHS
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Two-year-old girl suffers from a rare skin condition that has left her body covered in LIZARDLIKE SCALES
•

Shama suffers from lamellar ichthyosis - a rare skin condition, her doctors say

•

It affects just one in every 600,000 people, according to medical literature

•

The condition causes the toddler's skin to constantly peel off as a result
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Source: MailOnline 18 April 2017

As a final point … three bones in our middle ear help amplify sound.
Amazingly, two of those bones are part of a reptile’s jaw. The fossil record
indicates that over 200 million years ago, those two jawbones started receding
back into ancient reptiles’ heads. Hadrocodium, a small mouse-like creature that
descended from reptiles some 190 million years ago, was one of the first critters
to inherit the special three-boned ear.
Having three ossicles in the middle ear is one of the defining features of
mammals. All reptiles and birds have only one middle ear ossicle, the stapes or
columella. How these two additional ossicles came to reside and function in the
middle ear of mammals has been studied for the last 200 years and represents
one of the classic examples of how structures can change during evolution to
function in new and novel ways. From fossil data, comparative anatomy and
developmental biology it is now clear that the two new bones in the mammalian
middle ear, the malleus and incus, are homologous to the quadrate and
articular, which form the articulation for the upper and lower jaws in nonmammalian jawed vertebrates. The incorporation of the primary jaw joint into
the mammalian middle ear was only possible due to the evolution of a new way
to articulate the upper and lower jaws, with the formation of the dentarysquamosal joint, or TMJ in humans. The evolution of the three-ossicle ear in
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mammals is thus intricately connected with the evolution of a novel jaw joint,
the two structures evolving together to create the distinctive mammalian skull.
Source: Journal of Anatomy https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

Of course, we don’t inherit reptile teeth, skin, and bones directly. We simply
inherit the genes that make them possible. One gene has a lot to do with all of
these transformations—EDA. EDA controls how many teeth you have, what
those teeth look like, how hairy you are, and how soft and sweaty your skin is.
It’s believed that mutations to EDA in ancient reptiles helped us inherit our
body’s current blueprints. Source: https://www.mentalfloss.com/
So, a summary…
We have many genetically determined characteristics ‘inherited’ from
reptiles.
Male human sperm bear an uncanny resemblance, in both looks and
actions, to tadpoles.
Our babies have instinctive swimming reflexes.
Every human has a lizard-like tail for a while when in womb.
Our hands and feet are always somewhat webbed, and in rare cases can be
significantly so.
We each have what is officially known as a ‘reptilian’ side to our brain.
Our eyes start off as a fish, at the side of head.
Ageing in humans reveals reptile-like appearance in facial and neck
features.
Throwback conditions include vivid reptile skin.
Consistent reports of reptilian alien contact from experiencers.
Finally… we each have part of a reptile’s jaw.
Do you ever get the feeling that our teachers are unintentionally pushing
falsehoods onto us, and that there is a higher agenda behind all of this?
There are people in positions of power that are privy to the truth, but it is
supposed that disclosure to the public can never happen; because if it did, all of
the social systems we operate, and especially capitalism would be in serious
trouble overnight.
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While writing this book I have spoken at length to former hospital nurses, (all
now elderly), most of whom with nerves shot to pieces; why? they have landed
up this way due to the things witnessed while working behind closed doors.
The unambiguous horrors they reported as seeing, (unexplainable in normal
terms), had caused most to develop some kind of addiction; hitting the bottle,
reliance on pharmaceuticals and excessive smoking were included in their
confessions.
I have heard sincere accounts such as a baby being born with “a long hairy
monkey arm”, with the other limbs being perfectly normal; various surgical
procedures, including countless skin grafts, had to be made on the “monkey
arm” to disguise what had occurred; then I have been told about babies “with all
black eyes”, “no eyelids” and elongated arms, which were born dead; others
told of babies with “animal tails” and “unfriendly features”. They could not be
kept alive. Most of these genetic ‘freaks’ were preserved in formaldehyde-filled
specimen jars for medical study. As one might expect, this sort of thing is
always hushed up by the medical establishment.
One also recounted her own alien experience when she was a teenager.
If the truth about such connexions were divulged to the general public, it would
certainly create panic. This has always been the biggest issue for those in
control of intelligence. From their point of view, disinformation is necessary,
because the reality is we simply can't handle anything outside the mainstream
story. The vast majority reading this may not have really grasped the true
significance of alien disclosure. What we think we know about our world,
ourselves, our lives, and reality, is, in the main, wrong.

“All tyrannies rule through fraud and force, but once the fraud is exposed, they must rely
exclusively on force.” — George Orwell.
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I near the end with some thoughts from a noteworthy ufologist.
He’s no longer with us sadly, but Brad Steiger once suggested, what we may be
dealing with here are a reptilian humanoid culture from an extra-terrestrial
world, who evolved into the dominant species on their planet and have
interacted in our evolution as explorers, genetic engineers, and observers.
The Life of Adam and Eve, also known in its Greek version as the Apocalypse
of Moses (Greek: Αποκάλυψις Μωυσέως, Apokalypsis Mōuseōs; Hebrew: ספר
)אדם וחוה, is a Jewish apocryphal group of writings. In this there is a
description of a being like a man, having legs like a man, fingers and toes like
that of a man, having rainbow colored reptilian skin, and having the natural
ability of speech.
According to many accounts, (including the Bible), giant, advanced beings first
arrived on earth in ancient times.
Somewhere along the way, the powers that shouldn’t be decided to delete the
entire Book of Enoch from the Bible. Why? Is it possible that The Book of
Enoch was stricken from the Bible because it documents humanity's extraterrestrial origins? It speaks of hybrid beings, and humans taken up to a
heavenly realm above the Earth. Clearly from where I’m sitting, the book didn't
fit in with the narrative of divinity and the creation of Man and civilization.
In an intriguing twist, (again, problems buried away), geneticists have started to
pick up something unexpected: “hidden inside genomes are signs of ancestors
that we never knew existed. DNA experts call them “ghosts”.
We have no physical record of these ancient hominins – no bones, no tools, no
archaeological remains whatsoever. Yet the genetic code that they left within
fossils of other hominins, and in living humans too, is offering profound and
unprecedented insights into how our species came to be. Source: New Scientist
Who were they? As if we couldn’t guess.
Since then, this race has been merging with humans through a secret program of
DNA addition and other Genetic manipulation.
The goal of this process was to gain control of the world by obtaining positions
of power and influence.
So, could this be true… I would say yes, quite possibly… because something
doesn’t sit right about the explanation we are constantly fed relating to human
and geological history.
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Even Sir Karl Raimund Popper CH FRS FBA who was an Austrian-British
philosopher, academic and social commentator, and one of the 20th century's
most influential philosophers of science, asked why is the origin of life one of
the greatest unsolved mysteries of science?
Complex question with many factors, but here is a short overview of some of
the issues…
What makes the origin of life and of the genetic code a disturbing riddle is this:
the genetic code is without any biological function unless it is translated; that is,
unless it leads to the synthesis of the proteins whose structure is laid down by
the code. But … the machinery by which the cell, (at least the non-primitive
cell, which is the only one we know), translates the code consists of at least fifty
macromolecular components which are themselves coded in the DNA.
The DNA code cannot be translated except by using certain products of its
translation.
“Thus, we may be faced with the possibility that the origin of life, (like the
origin of physics), becomes an impenetrable barrier to science, and a residue to
all attempts to reduce biology to chemistry and physics."
Nearing the end now; from bizarre to the even more bizarre - early folklore tales
from around the world tell us that iguanas, turtles, frogs, lizards, and the like are
all descendants of a highly advanced race of reptilian beings.
Unlikely to be out-and-out fact admittedly, but might there at least be a
teaspoon of truth to such tablespoons-full of lore?
A quick update about Fact Checkers, Search Engines and Others Who
Manipulate History
14/12/2021: Facebook has asserted in a court filing that ‘fact checks’ created by
third-party organizations and used to remove content or to suspend users are
nothing more than ‘protected opinions’.
Meta Platforms, formerly known as Facebook, has admitted in a court filing that
its fact checks are merely “protected opinions.” The court filing was entered in
response to a lawsuit filed by the Libertarian pundit John Stossel, who claimed
that one of Facebook’s “fact checks” inserted on a video defamed him and was
misleading.
Court filing: Facebook fact checks were “protected opinions”.
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In response, Facebook argued that the so-called “fact check” was actually an
“opinion” rather than an actual check and statement of the facts. Opinions are
protected from libel accusations, releasing the person or entity that made the
statements from liability. On the other hand, statements labelled as fact make
the person or entity making them subject to a libel lawsuit for defamation.
Whatever decision is made by the court, the filing and the lawsuit are a public
relations disaster for Meta Platforms. The statement in the court filing that the
so-called “fact checks” are nothing but “protected opinions” places Facebook in
a precarious position.
A problem for Meta Platforms
If the court doesn’t agree with the claim made by Meta Platforms’
attorneys, then the company is liable for libel and defamation of character. On
the other hand, if the court does accept their claim, then it indicates that Meta
Platforms has long been misleading its users by claiming that its fact checks
were actual checks of the facts rather than someone’s opinion.

Source: Inside Paper - News Tech and Science

And guess who has been found funding the fact-checkers? Yes, you guessed
it… the world governments! And that is a fact.
We are reliant on left-leaning search engines that feed us liberal biased results
& fake news/facts.
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The corrupt governments and the media with big tech giants, quickly learned
the power of the internet to reach people and how to manipulate those they
target.
The fact checker's fact checks are NOT facts and have no bearing on anything
and they now face a backlash over admitting that fact-checking is opinionated.
I expect eventually they will merely change the term, replacing ‘fact’ with
something milder, and wriggle out of it as that type usually do, (slippery
customers that they are) … hoping this being caught with their pants down
embarrassment fades into the background.
It is puzzling to me how so many distrusts anything that contradicts science
and/or outrages reason, when science is mostly founded on contradictions, thus
rendering established thinking invalid.
The way I see it is… those behind all of this clearly decided that they don't like
reality, so they have concocted an imaginary or virtual world for us, one where
all their ideas are justified and taken as gospel.
But the stench from their diet of misinformation and half-truth is strong.
That is why they stay in their bubbles, put walls around their safe spaces and
forbid any disagreement, isolating themselves from obstinate facts.
That is why they are hiding this story about our true origins.
As one scientist put it to me “there are good spiritual and security reasons to
keep certain things private.”
Another trick they sometimes use when backed into a corner, is to go all wordy
using plenty of Corporate speak, citing get-out caveats such as there are several
claims which are out of our scope.
What we need is less manipulation of public perception and more ‘alternative’
information about everything… but it looks as though that will never happen.
This is a new ‘reset ‘world order… reset so that most will see only a one-sided
coin.
Beware though, of turncoats creeping out of the woodwork should the brown
stuff ever hit the fan; we mustn’t simply forgive them and forget; they have
shown their true colours. They might try saying things to the effect of… no
harm done, forget about all that, we were simply following ‘the science’…can
you forgive us? please, let’s just carry on as normal; no, we won’t, and no we
can’t… the mental damage has been done and will last for generations.
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There are so many things that are factual we are not being told about, (not
earnestly anyway), such as UFOs; and contrary to popular belief, the sighting of
unknown aerial phenomena is as old as history itself. I’ve seen them at quite
close quarters myself and so has my partner, we even have photos… along with
thousands of others. I know they exist and can prove it… just go to
http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/ufo-reports.html yet investigators in our
field are always ridiculed by the bought-and-paid-for lamestream media.
UFOs are not always archetypal either; there are many different kinds; to cut a
long story short, I have seen a couple of bits of genuine amateur footage,
showing a giant mother ‘jellyfish’ UFO.
http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/151016022020JellyfishUFOSaoPauloBrasi
lBrazilSA.html
I’ve examined other videos where crypto creatures are being literally airborne,
(born in the air), aerially spawned from larger objects, leaving behind an armada
of floating cell or egg-like orbs. There’s a few of these recordings still on the
net… if you just tap in the correct word combination into your search box.
Another day, I am notified by email of a breaking story due for a hurried burial
by the Internet undertakers; “astronomers have spotted a black hole "giving
birth" to stars through the Hubble telescope, a bombshell study has found.”
“Boffins say they saw the incredible moment, believed to be a universe-first,
where stars were seen tethered to a black hole near a dwarf galaxy.
The supermassive black hole, roughly 34 million light-years away in the Henize
2-10 galaxy, was spewing out gases at a million mph, contributing to a new
"firestorm" of new star formations.
The remarkable discovery is unique, showing black hole birthing stars for the
first time ever”. https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/supermassiveblack-hole-seen-giving26014927?utm_source=daily_star_newsletter&utm_campaign=spaced_out_ne
wsletter2&utm_medium=email
Then I think of Panspermia, which is the little-discussed hypothesis that life
exists throughout the Universe, distributed by space dust, meteoroids, asteroids,
comets, and planetoids, as well as by spacecraft carrying unintended
contamination by microorganisms.
Explicably, talk of such things has little support amongst mainstream scientists.
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Consequently, I can say with confidence that the universe is teeming with alien
life… most of it undisclosed, unnamed, unidentified.
Why has this cover-up been engineered to be so? Because it’s planned that
way… to gives the masses the impression that it’s all tongue in cheek, CG/CGI,
fake news, ha, ha, ha stuff, not to be taken seriously.
Well, the term ‘fake news’ is an oxymoron which lends itself to undermining
the credibility of information which does indeed meet the threshold of
verifiability and public interest – i.e., real news.
True knowledge is power; it exists beyond the bubble of convention and is the
only solution for those affected by collective psychosis… brainwashing.
‘Fake news’ they cry... but in my experience, the government stooges who say
this, are the ‘fakes’, (the liars) … and liars, by that very definition, know the
truth.
For these reasons I only employ the internet very selectively – using the correct,
if not sometimes unusual and unconventional search terms, as it is largely
controlled these days.
Sometimes that’s the best way to reach hidden or buried results.
The net can be a useful servant, but it can also be a dangerous master and a
transmitter of propaganda.
That is but one method – archival research using some obscure books is another,
much recommended for those who seek to find the alternative facts about
ourselves and the world we inhabit.

From Page 109 the Handbook for Journalism Education and Training UNESCO
Series on Journalism Education which is downloadable here:
https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/journalism_fake_news_disinformation_p
rint_friendly_0.pdf
“There is also the phenomenon of governments mobilising ‘digital hate
squads’ to chill critical commentary and quash freedom of expression.”
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No excuses: even UNESCO [the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization – ‘a specialised agency of the United Nations aimed at
promoting world peace and security through international cooperation in
education, the arts, the sciences, and culture’] are acknowledging that our
“Governments” are a controlling factor behind most MSM, Internet, TV, papers,
Radio etc… quashing our freedom to say what we feel.
This is aimed at content moderation and has vastly impacted on the freedom of
journalism’, which means in a nutshell, that all we are permitted to have now is
an official narrative of the whole shebang.

Above: A Medieval ‘Erotic’ carving showing a mythical beast (note creature on left)
This is to be found at the Church of St Mary and St David – Kilpeck, UK in the Diocese
of Hereford, situated 8 miles to the south-west of the city, in a remote spot off the Abergavenny
Road.

Weird reptile symbolic carved sculpture from bench in presbytery in St. Matins cathedral
BRATISLAVA, SLOVAKIA from years 1863 – 1878
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What UNESCO have pointed out should set off alarm bells.
Evolutionarily traits that have disappeared do not necessarily disappear from an
organism's DNA. The gene sequence often remains but is inactive. Such an
unused gene may remain in the genome for many generations.

Tears of reptiles have a similar chemical composition to those of humans and could help scientists
develop better eye treatments, study claims…

“Researchers from the Federal University of Bahia, Brazil, compared the
makeup of reptile tears as well as their structural patterns when they dry out.
Professor Arianne P Oria, first author on the study, said that finding out how
tears are able to maintain a stable, relatively constant internal environment
under different conditions 'is crucial' to understanding how they evolved in the
first place.
This understanding is also 'essential for the discovery of new molecules for
ophthalmic drugs,' according to Professor Oria.
Tears are clear liquid secreted by the lacrimal glands found in eyes of land
mammals.
While they play a crucial role in maintaining healthy eyesight in not just
humans, but across all other species, only a handful of mammals' tears have
been studied.” Info Source: MailOnline
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-8623355/Tears-birds-reptilessimilar-chemical-composition-humans.html
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Oh, come on, this getting really silly; now it’s our ‘tears’ that are comparable to
reptiles.
We think we know everything but really know nothing… and whose fault is
that? Not ours.
Time for those asleep to wake up to reality.
It was a sudden jump that established what we see in ourselves today.
The body of evidence, conveniently overlooked or dismissed by most
academics, points to just one thing… interference with human genetics.
We are born free… but we’re not, we are all born into various forms of slavery,
slavery of the mind being the most noteworthy.
These days everyone is tethered to a mobile phone; we’re supposed to be
reachable 24/7; it’s like everyone's on call… the whole world is on call.
Having said that, much of this time isn’t spent merely chatting or texting, it’s
about learning; with info freely available at our fingertips, we are bombarded
with supposed ‘facts’ and ‘statistics’, but guess who is doing the teaching?
Reality check… we are being indoctrinated!
Education, (whether that be through schools, university or even via mass
media), instead of teaching people how to think critically, has been
weaponized by the biggest worldwide psychological operation ever perpetrated
upon humanity.
In subtle and not so subtle ways, the system is inculcating people with unfitting
ideas and attitudes. They care so much about us – NOT! Notice how on TV,
9/10, when in conversation, mobile phones are usually shown being held
pressed against the user’s ear; and what’s wrong with speakerphone might I
ask?
A study from the National Institutes of Health hooked up 47 people to PET
scanners and observed their brain activity while a cellular phone was kept close
to their head. The scientists observed a visible increase of about 7 percent, but
as of yet, don't know its cause or what kind of long-term effects it will have.
Another study found that people who constantly take in more than one form of
media at a time, (say, if you find yourself using your phone while watching TV),
tend to have smaller grey matter area in the Anterior Cingulate Cortex. This is
the part of the brain that is responsible for setting goals and following through.
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Essentially, your phone is not helping you with that procrastination problem.
Meanwhile, a 2018 study conducted at the Swiss Tropical and Public Health
Institute in Basel, Switzerland found a link between the microwave
radiofrequency electromagnetic fields emitted by wireless communication
devices and neurocognitive functions in teens. Info Source: PC Mag
https://uk.pcmag.com/

My feelings about what those behind the system have done to us, turn irater by
the day.
There can be no doubt they want to get as much insidious garbage into our
brains as possible for maximum effect.
George Orwell's anti-utopian novel Nineteen Eighty-Four is a fundamental
criticism of totalitarianism. He himself stated that in his opinion "totalitarian
ideas have taken root in the minds of intellectuals everywhere,
Orwell’s novel talks about NEWSPEAK… it was expected that NEWSPEAK
would have finally superseded OLDSPEAK, (or standard talk as we should call
it), by about the year of 2050… not too far away really.
The purpose of NEWSPEAK was to make all other modes of thought
impossible.
It is generally acknowledged that the great author left this on his deathbed as a
warning for us all.
Now we see how Big Brother is almost using Orwell’s predictions as a
template, by trying to control how people think using news verification
agencies.
Find it all too much to take in?
Left not knowing what to believe? then I feel for you.
Speaking personally, as someone who has been down the rabbit hole for 20 plus
years and just come to my senses, I can only think it's pretty horrible for
anybody to suddenly wake up to the fact that we’ve all been tricked about lots
of different things!
This can be a real shock.
But waking up from the spell we are, gradually, slowly but surely. I see signs of
this all over the place; that’s the good news… more and more people are
beginning to think for themselves, rather than being told what to think.
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Unfortunately, there will always be those who remain asleep… victims of the
world system of mass indoctrination.
Those who have seen through the veil of deceit are the lucky ones.
Some people are so hungry for good information that even our controllers can’t
stop them from finding it!
Remember - the dots always connect, so be drawn to the truth.
There are just way too many coincidences.
Stringing together the various references I have come across, I suggest that
probably thousands of years ago, an alien abduction and genetic breeding
program began on this earth… a seeding as it were.
The evolutionary results are what we are now, partly ‘alien’ hybrid humans.
That means humans could be descended from the Nephilim – the ‘fallen
angels’.
Because we are so much like ‘them’, they can invade our mind and brain
vibration frequencies easily.
What is mind vibration?
Vibrational energy experts claim that certain emotions and thought patterns,
such as joy, peace, and acceptance, create high frequency vibrations, while
other feelings and mindsets, (such as anger, despair, and fear), vibrate at a lower
rate
The mind is separate from the brain: Human mind is not located in the human
brain as science believes. Mind is present across our body. It is present in each
and every cell of our body.
Then there’s our ‘grey matter’.
The raw EEG has usually been described in terms of frequency bands: Gamma
greater than 30(Hz) BETA (13-30Hz), ALPHA (8-12 Hz), THETA (4-8 Hz),
and DELTA (less than 4 Hz). For example: Our brain uses 13Hz (high alpha or
low beta) for “active” intelligence.
From what I can make out, we're just puny lab rats to this malevolent
intelligence; it has made us this way and expresses its will on whomsoever is
chosen.
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Affected people might think they are free, but our overseers permit only
restricted free will.
They are slaves.
I wouldn’t be the first to insinuate that or creators’ genus is Reptilian Jinn.
Yes, But Are Reptilian Jinn Running Our World?
[– and are they related to Those Fallen Angels - the Nephilim?]
The answer I have arrived at is most likely.
Remember how I stated earlier that “a race of giant beings referred to as the
Nephilim (Nefilim), Draco or “sons of God” came down and mated with
humans?
We are told that those ‘sons of God’ were spirit creatures who rebelled against
God when they “forsook their own proper dwelling place” in heaven,
materialized human bodies, and “began taking as wives all whom they chose.”
(Jude 6; Genesis 6:2).
In other words, they live on another frequency or dimension… hidden from our
earthly senses.

Edgar Cayce, an American clairvoyant who claimed to channel from his higher self while asleep
in a trance-like state, claimed that the Atlanteans had developed gene-altering methods through
contact with demons. Part human, part animal. I wonder, could there be a connection here?
Well, this could easily be a reading about the mysterious, hidden ‘Jinn’.
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For the uninitiated, Jinn are dimensional spirit creatures that are mentioned in
the Qur'an and throughout Islamic mythology.
Some call them Jinn, while others call them Reptilians. Different names for the
same invisible creatures living around us.
Truth is, Jinn, (Demons), have a world of their own. Living on the same planet
we live on, but within a different dimension. A dimension higher than our 3-D
world. Giving them the advantage to remain invisible when we are all visible to
them. Plus, they can move from their dimension into ours with ease.
The most famous Jinn are probably those of the Muslim Devil (Shaytan).
In Judeo-Christian tradition, the word or concept of Jinn as such does not occur
in the original Hebrew text of the Bible, but the Arabic word Jinn is often used
in several old Persian and Arabic translations.
In several verses of those Arabic and Persian translations, the word Jinn is
mentioned as a familiar spirit or (obe) for Jann and the devil or for Iblis.
In Van Dyck’s Arabic translation of the Bible, these words are mentioned in
Lev 19:31, Lev 20:6, 1Sa 28:3, 1Sa 28:9, 1Sa 28:7, 1Ch 10:13, Mat 4:1, Mat
12:22, Luk 4:5, Luk 8:12, Joh 8:44 and other verses as well. Also, in the
apocryphal book Testament of Solomon, Solomon describes demons whom he
enslaved to help build the temple, the questions he put to them about their deeds
and how they could be thwarted, and their answers, which provide a kind of
self-help manual against demonic activity. Source: https://wholesecrets.com/
Jinn paranormally enter individuals, take possession of their soul, mind, and
body.
It is said, this way these demons are now running practically everything moneyrelated, from Blackrock Corp., major banking corporations, governments to
Hollywood.
People show their ignorance when they joke about these creatures as physical
anthropomorphic reptilians.
Their cheap wisecracks trigger predictable ‘conspiracy theory’ and ‘tinfoil hatwearer’ responses.
But the last laugh could be on Western people who have absolutely no
understanding about the Jinn.
From what I have learnt, they are reptilian in their behaviour, (sexual
appetites/perversions, greed etc), but are not physical as such.
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They are subtle in nature yet powerful, almost like a spirit crossed with an
electrical force. They are said to exist and operate in and from the 4th dimension
and are only visible to selected individuals/those possessed, and others who can
see beyond our extremely limited spectrum of visible light.
Trusted sources have informed me that Jinn are largely unobserved and only
manifest through the character of those under their possession; they occupy
chosen people of high society – the ruling classes… the elite; these demons run
and govern many organisations.
It should be reemphasized that, unlike in Sci-fi tradition of lizard-like
humanoids, they’re not physical; they reside within; they possess humans; they
are parasites; the harvesters of fear and the usurpers of souls.
Once they enter a person, the demon will overtake all of their faculties; they see
through their eyes, they talk through their lips, they operate through their hands.
They tend to go for top people; so, imagine somebody with hundreds of millions
of dollars, say a pop star, or a Hollywood actor etc – and a Jinn wanted to
overthrow that person, they simply step in, then overtake that individual’s body;
it is that easy for them; and then they operate and own everything that mortal,
(now Jinn-possessed), once owned… business, home, car, finances etc.
In traditional stories, such supernatural entities have been known to cause
conceptions in women by miraculous circumstances, create hybrid babies and
even affect human genetics. Stories of miraculous births often include features
such as intervention by a deity.
Such ideas might sound extremely far-fetched, but I wouldn’t be quick to
dismiss any of this.
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National Library of Medicine
John P A Ioannidis 1
National Center For Biotechnology Information
There is increasing concern that most current published research findings
are false. The probability that a research claim is true may depend on
study power and bias, the number of other studies on the same question,
and, importantly, the ratio of true to no relationships among the
relationships probed in each scientific field.
In this framework, a research finding is less likely to be true when the
studies conducted in a field are smaller; when effect sizes are smaller; when
there is a greater number and lesser preselection of tested relationships;
where there is greater flexibility in designs, definitions, outcomes, and
analytical models; when there is greater financial and other interest and
prejudice; and when more teams are involved in a scientific field in chase
of statistical significance. Simulations show that for most study designs and
settings, it is more likely for a research claim to be false than true.
Moreover, for many current scientific fields, claimed research findings may
often be simply accurate measures of the prevailing bias.
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Final, (final), words regarding state ‘net’ censorship/liberty/freedom of speech.
Web censorship and other forms of digital control, have big implications in a
world that is increasingly dependent on the internet for essential information
needs.
Look out for removal/censorship/block notices, (which come in variously
worded guises), appearing during your online searches, as evermore, the global
internet is AI-patrolled, regulated, and government-backed institutions monitor
the browsing habits of citizens.
Here are just some examples…
“This site can’t be reached.”
Sorry, we can't find that page.
“Check the URL for spelling errors.”
“Please contact us if you believe this page is missing.”
Your personal data that may be used.
•

Information about your device and internet connection, including your IP
address

•

Browsing and search activity while using Verizon Media websites and
apps

•

Precise location

Access Denied.
403 Forbidden
You don't have permission to access "whatever" on this server.
Some results may have been removed under data protection law in Europe.
“This video has been blocked in some countries and/or regions.”
This page no longer exists.
“PAGE NOT FOUND”
“Sorry, there is nothing here”. Internal Server Error
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We received a request to have this video deleted.
“Sorry, the page is inaccessible”. Connection refused.”
“The resource you are looking for has been removed, had its name changed, or
is temporarily unavailable.”
I have so many old bookmarks that lead to nothing these days and I witnessed it
getting worse by the day. I have also noticed the selection at the libraries getting
smaller throughout the years, and when they were closed 2020-21, it left only
the interwebs that get smaller every day. This was always the plan to bring in
the new order of things, slavery of the mind as well as the body.
Now that your eyes have been opened – it will be hard to close them again.
Thoughts, ideas and practical in-field research assistance, (Surrey/Hampshire
UK), most welcome: research681@hotmail.com
This is a not-for-profit book – created purely for educational purposes
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Image: Polynesian Art
Easter Island wood sculpture ‘Lizard Man’
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We are in a spiritual battle between good and evil, and a lot of people are
choosing the side of evil

because it's easier.
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After years of being misled by the elite and their minions, people are coming
out with more and more information at a faster pace than ever, I love it.
Maybe in my lifetime I will see those complicit stand trial for crimes against
humanity - and be able to see everyone free!!!

